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On 14 october 1975 the European Parliament referred the motion for
a resolution tabled by !,tr Schw'6rer and Ittr Mitterdorfer pursuant to Rule 25
of the Rules of Procedure on simplification of custqns preedures, customs
legislation and institutional methods for dealing with customs matters
(oe. 356/761 to the conmittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
On 18 ,January 1977 the Cqnnrittee on Economic and lilonetary Affairs
appointed Mr Nyborg rapporteur.
It considered the abovementioned motion for a resolution at its
meetings of 14 February, 17 l,larch, 23 June, 30 September, 3 Norrembex L977,
2-3 February and 2O February 1978, delivering three interim rePorts
(Oc. L4/77, De. L32/77 and Doc. 376/771 and adopting two written questions
to the Commission (on the free movement of goods, April L977, and on a new
procedure for the elimination of technical barriers to trade, Iilarch 1978).
The committee's motion for a resolution was considered at its
meetings of 2-3 and 20 February 1978. At its meeting of 3 February 1978
the conmittee adopted a written quest,ion with debate addressed to the
Council on the abolition of frontier formalities, this being intended for
joint debate with the committee's motion for a resolution which was un-
animously adopted at its meeting of 20 February L97A.
Present: Lord Ardwick, oldest member; I'{r Nyborg, rapporteur,
Mrs Dahlerup, l'1r Deschamps, Mr Haase, Mr Lange, l,1r NoE, Irlr Ripamonti,
l.lr Starke and Mr Stetter.
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Afhe committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs hereby submits to the
European Parliament the fotlowing motion for a resolution together with
explanatorY statement :
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on ttre development of the customs union and of the internal market l
T'he European Parliament,
- 
having regard to the political, economic and psychological importance
of all measures aimed at improving the functioning of the customs unioil,
- 
having regard to its resorutions of 7 July 19751, 19 ApriL L9772 and r
16 June Lg773,
- 
having regard to the motion for a resolution tabled Pursuant to Rule 25
of the Rules of Procedure on simplification of customs Procedures,
customs legislation and institutional methods for dealing with customs
rnatters (Doc. 356/761 ,
- 
having regard to the communication from the Commission to ttre Council
and to ttre European Parliament on the state of the customs union of
the EuroPean Bconomic CommunitY4,
- 
having regard to the rePort by the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs (Doc. 557/77),
I. Considers that, in its final form, the customs union should be character-
ized bY:
(a) externally: - common rates of duty, common legiSlation and common
documents;
- cotnmon commercial policy, under which any trade and
cooperation agreements, agreements on preferences'
quantitative restrictions, etc-, should apply to
the customs union as a whole and not to the individual
Member States,
- 
a conmon authority to administer customs regrulations
at the external frontiers of the Community;
1 O, *o. C l7g, 6.8.L975, P.7
2 oJ No. c 118, 16.5.L977, P.3o
3 oJ No. c 163, LL.7.L977, p.44
4 cou(ll\ 2to f inar
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(b) internallY:- abolition of trade and travel formalities;
checks at the Community's internal frontiers only
where policing activities are required;
2. Acknowledges the Commission's unremitting efforts to achieve einple
but effective operation of the customs union and cqrunon market,
and the Progress that has been madet is forced to the conclusion,
that over tvrenty years after its establishment, the customs union stilI
does not function in complete accordance with itS objectives; and
points out that the difficulties mainty relate to the internal oPeratLon
of the customs union;
3. Considers that this is due chiefly to 
€
- 
the national customs and excise authorities' reluctance to replace
a familiar system of control by a nqr and unfamiliar onei
- 
the t'ledber States' more or less conscious desire to protect national
markets h1r fiscal, technical, legislative and administrative measureEi
- 
the fact that the objectives of the EEc Treaty in other fields have
onlY PartiallY been achieved;
4. Warns of the consequences of such encouragement by the Member states
of forms of cooperation more aPPropriate to a free trade area than to
a customs union;
5. Stresses that the abolition of internal frontier formalities is not
a question of all or nothing, there should be no reluctance
to simplify one particular area because other areas have not
already been simplified; only by gradual simplification and abolition
of formalities will it be possible to turn freedom of movement into
a reality;
6. Notes that it has been particularly difficult to secure implementation 
.
of corununity provisions which either require or should entail adminis-
trative reorganization in the Member States,
7. Emphasizes that as long as the Member States are unwilling to coordinate
their tax rates (VAT and selective purchase tax) and to abolish monetary
compensaLory amounts for agricultural products, certain minimum formalities
and controls will be required in connection with internal trade, partic-
ularly in respect of agricultural products and goods which are subject
to high selective Purchase taxes t
g. Considers that the tectrnical and administrative barriers to trade have
acquired added prominence and, to some extent, been accentuated since
the disapPearance of tariff and quantitative restrictions from internal
trade;
- 
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9. Calls upon the Member States to demonstrate actively the political
will needed to bring the customs union to fruition, internally and
externally; in a situation where it has proved particularly difficult
to reach agreement on Community policy in new areas, it is all the more
important to make a determined effort to complete the foundations of
the Community: the customs union and the common market;
10. Considers it necessary in this situation to strengthen the Commission's
position, and therefore calls upon the Council - in accordance with
the statement made by the Heads of Stete and Government in Paris in
Lg74 - to make greater use here of the provisions of the EEC Treaty
whereby the powers of implementation and management arising out of
Community regulations may be conferred on the Commission;
11. Calls upon the Commission and the Council, in this connection, to
consider a nerr, decision-making procedure, under which
(a) the three Community institutions would define the characteristics
of the customs union;
(b) the three Community institutions would lay down guidelines for
Community provisions in the individual areas;
(c) the Commission would be empourered, pursuant to Article 155 of
the EEC Treaty, to is;sue the necessary imprementing provieions;
12. Calls upon the Commission to update its work programme for the internal
and external achievement of the customs union; the programme should
show how far the various steps are so interdependent that delays in
one area automaticall-y produce delays in other areas, consideration
should be given to drawinE up multiannual progranmes to be updated at
regular intenrals;
13. considers that the following stages on the way to comprete customs
union would substantially ease the burden on industry and the customs
authorities, and make people more aware that they are living in a
community:
(a) measures to ensure that individuars do not pay duty on the same
article in two Member States or avoid payment of duty altogether;
(b) greater opportunities for travellers to import goods purchased in
other Member States and abolition of foreign currency restrictions
applicable to travellers in some ltrlember States;
(c) abolition of the charges imposed by certain Member states for
clearance of smaLl non-commercial consignments;
(d) cotunon rules for the temporary import of motor vehicles, etc.,
into another Member State; 
o
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(e) the recording and control of internal consignments to be based
more on companies' accounts and checks at customs offices at the
departure Point:
- 
the customs authorities in the importing country and any transit
country to confine themselves to checking that the goods are
as specified in the accompanying documents;
- 
goods subject only to vAT would not be subject to the communtty
transit procedure (abolition of import duty);
- 
taxes to be assessed and collected for traderg normally on the
basis of a report fronr the outward customs office to the importing
country, and the importer's normal accountsi
(f) the simplification and standardization and, at a later date,
abolition of documents for goods in internal Community transit;
for traders the guarantee would be abolished;
(S) reciprocal recognition of veterinary and health certLficates and
of technical certiificates;
(h) abolition of the certificates of origin required in certain cases
in internal trade;
(i) the conclusion of agreements with Austria and Switzerland, whereby
these countries would recognize veterinary and sanitary certificates
issued by I'{ember States for consignments in transit and/or the
validity of lead seals affixed to such consignments;
(j) simplified collection of data for the production of statistics on
internal trade; ooo(li) improved rules for customs valuation and common rules for the
transition of goods to free circulation;
(1) common imPort documents;
(m) standardization and simplification of the rules on the origin of
goods;
(n) production of the integrated customs Tariff;
(o) common rules on the treatment and possibly punishment of infringe-
ment of CommunitY customs rules;
ooo
(p) better organization of procedures at customs offices, which are
known to cause substantial de1ays;
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progreasive delegation of pohters by the Council to the Commission
to direct national customs and excise authorities to carry out
particular tasks;
the establiEhment of a gurveillance service under the Comnission
to ensure that Conununity provisions on transfrontier traffic,
etc. are in fact observedi
14. Stresses that a great many of theee improrrementE could be achierred
relatively quickly and calle uponthe CommiEeion to submlt propgsals
accordingly; 
F,_
L5. Strongly urges the Council to adopt without further delay the proposali'
which have already been awaiting adoption for some considerable time;
16. Instructs its President to forsrard this resolution and the report of
ite committee to the Council and Conurrission of the European Communities
and to the national parliaments and customs authorities.
(e)
(r)
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BEXPLANATORY STATEI"TENT
I. Introduction
1.1 Article 9(1) of the EEC Treaty states that:
'The Community shall be based upon a customs union ""
L.2.L lfhe Customs Union is one of the cornerstones of EuroPean integration
not merely because of its direct internal and external economic and
political effects but also because it is an instrument of Community policy
in other areas covared by the Treaties.
1.2.2 Customs union does not merely involve the creation of a comnon
external tariff barrier and the abolition of customs duties, imPort dutiesr
quantitative restrictions, etc., in internal trade; the Comnon Customa
Tariff must also be uniformly applied in the different l.lember StateB and
national customs legislation and provisions brought into line with each
other. Othenrise there will be unegual treatment of citizens and business-
men and artificdal shifts in trade and production Patterns inconsistent
with the objectivee of the EEc Treaty.
Furthermore, tariff and quantitative restrictions are only the tip
of an iceberg consisting of innumerable fiscal, technical, legislative
and administrative provisions \.rhich obstruct the rpvement of goods. Iilany
of these barriers to trade are intentional and in reality constitute a
nemr form of protectionism. Seemingly innocuous provisions for the pro-
tection of conaumers, the environment or health are in actual fact designed
1
to safeguard markets and curb imports of competing Products-. Similarly,
administrative procedures in the Member StatLs - for example, those govern-
ing the award of public supply contracts - can render ineffective the
attempts to establish a conmon market. Economic integration. technological
development and prices are aII affected, where sectors of the market are
protected from competition.
1 Ir, ah" view of the rapporteur, one such example is the French law of
31 December 1975 which lays down that deseriptions, offers, presentaLiong,
advertisements and terms of guarantees for goods and serviceB and for
invoices and receipts must be in French (see the Commission's angwer to
Written Question No. 349/76, OJ No. c 27O, I0.LL.77).
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At present only a few sectors of industry ean plan production
hrithout having to take aceount of the widely varying requirements in
the individual l4ember States. ftris means that major branches of industry
benefit only in part from the technological and economic advantages implicit
in the creation of the common market; Community industries are thus
deprived of some of the competitive advantalJes, notabty in relation to
JaPanese and American manufac:urers, which urere one of the main reasons
for setting up the customs union.
The wish expressed in various quarters, to resolve the current
problems of recession and structural policy in part through further inte-
gration of the economies of the Ivtember States underlines the need for
the eustoms union to function as was originally intended.
L-2-3 The customs union also has a special role to play in that the bulk
of the Community's orarn resources derives from the customs duties 1evied
at the Community's external frontiers. This aspect of the matter will
not however be dealt with in the present report.
1.3.1 Neither the business world nor consumers or travellers distinguish
in general between the terms 'customs union' and ,the common market'.
Yet these two terms differ in both form and fact. The customs
union is a means but only one of the means towards the creation of a
genuine common market. Extensive harmonization of taxes and duties, the
implementation of a common transport policy and common technical and
sanitary regulations, the free movement of capital, etc., are other
important means towards fu1l imprementation of the principle of free
movement of goods and persons.
L.3.2 On the other hand one should be
until capital can move freely or until
no real progress can be made towards a
movement of goods.
careful not to adopt the vielvr that
there is a common transport policy,
situation where there is free
The fact that these problems are interrelated should not prevent
the community from making considerable progress in certain specific areas.
To give one example, even with the present disparities between
fiscal systems and rates of tax and duty, it would be possible to reduce
checks at the Community's internal frontiers either by liberatizing the
rules on travel allowances or by improving cooperation between national
authorities with regard to the colrection of duty and the gathering of
statistical data, etc. on goods in transit.
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1.3.3 The political and administrative authorities must not overlook the
fact that the public takes a different and less formal view; what matters
to them is how complicated the system is, e.9. what forms and how many
of them are to be filled in when goods are sent across the Comrnunity's
internal and external frontiers. There have been numerous comments and
complaints in various quarters about the fact that the gradual intro-
duction of the Customs Customs Union has complicated and increased
"orrtrolI' 
2.
1.4.I In general it is easier to travel from one l'lember state to another
today than it was before the Customs Union was created' Nevertheless'
Iegitimate complaints are sEil1 made about unnecessaElr complicated and
tengthy control procedures at internal frontier crossing points which are
not much different from the control measures applied before the Customs
union was created3.
1.4.2 lv1any of the provisions, such as different speed limits, that compli-
cate the travelter's life, are obviously not at variance with the spirit
or letter of the EEC Treaty. Others must, however, be regarded as running
counter to the spirit of the Treaty. when there is agreement in principle
on the need to harmonize and simplify the forms used for intra-community
trade in goods (although implementation is slow), wtrY do not the same
arguments hold good when it comes to the harmonization of the requirements
for the papers specifying the nationality of persons, cars, caravans and
boats that are required in varying deqree when crossing internal Cornnunity
frontiers? l{hy cannot a tourist or commercial traveller who is involved
in an accident of whose vehicle breaks down abroad return home in a
vehicle rented abroad without special- customs certificates?
I 
,,1r. Simplification of rnternational Trade Procedures Board (SITPRO) makes,
for exairple, the following statement in a memorandum to the House of
Lords (November L977).
'From SITPRO's owr contacts with IIK exPorters it is evident that entryinto the EEC resulted in a comPlication rather than a simplification
of the procedures which had to be observed, particularly when exporting
goods t-o other community countries. Althoush by the end of this year
all customs duties and iquivalent charges wilI have been abolished in
intra-Community trade, in terms of the procedures and documentation
applie<l to this tradc, Lhere wiIl l]av<-. be-'cn Iittle improvement compared
with tho positl()n as il-' was in I97-r.'
2 R a.lgian firm (name supplied) has provided the rapporteur with the
following information :
,the administrative formalities remain as cumbersome as ever, neceasita-
ting constant repetition of the same information on differeht documents
so as to satisfy the requirements laid down in various regulations whictt,
in our humble ofirrion, could be simplified and standardized. Consider,
for example, thl folloring documents, which all share similar features:
consignment note for Belgian rai\rays: 7 copies
T2 despatch note: 4 coPies
export declaration No. 61: 3 coPies
^ 
"*port advice note, tlPe B: 3 coPies3 Cf., tor example, Article 60 of the Frenctr Customs Code which authorizes
French customs officials to inspect any documents in the possession of
travellers. 
- 
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The problem is not so much that such rules exist but that they vary
from one Member Stabe to anoEher.
I.5-1 rhe committee rePeatsl that for the people and the business worrd
to regard the Community as an everyday reality, it is vital that the dom_
eBtic market shou].d operate as intended. This is also one of the ar.eas
where Members of the European parliament, by virtue of their co,ntacts
hrith national parLiaments and government authorities, can make''an active
contribution to the abolition-of regulations and administrative provisions
stemming from the rigid separation between national markets which exi-sted
before the establishment of the Community. In fact, many of tfrl aif_
ficulties at the frontier crossing points, both for goods and travel1ers,
may be traced back to the fact that the administrat,ive structure of the
customs authorities and the rules under which they work have not been
properly adapted to the establishment of the customs union and comrnon
market.
L-5.2 The committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs would also itraw
attention to the fact that customs agents have a commercial interest
in ensuing that importers and exporters entrust customs formalities to
specialized firms; there is likely to be natural opposition from this
sector to any too extensive simplification of the formalities reguired
in respect of goods crossing the community's internal and external frontiers.
2. The Commission,s assessment at I ;fuLv Lg77
2.L fhe commission states in its communication on the state of the
customs union2 that despite the considerable progress achieved in the
corstruction of the Customs Union, there are stil1 a number of shortcomings.
2'L'l As regards remaining barriers to the free movement of goods between
Member states, the commission does not merely mention technical barriers
to trade. rt claims that in general the abolition of customs duties
between the l4ember states has not red to any appreciable change in the
customs formalities to be complied with and it dorrbts whether such customs
formalities are in atl cases compatible with Articles 30 et seq. of the
Treaty. Trading difficurties are further aggravated by the fact that
the formalities are so complicated that those concerned are obliged to
seek professional advice in virtually every case, not least because
Community and national provisions often overlap. Ivloreover, the addressees
of small non-conrmerciar consignments have to pay 'customs clearance
expenses' even though no customs duty or fiscal charge of any sort is
supposed to be levied on such consignments.
- See Doc. L32/77, p.9)
- COI,I(77) 210 final
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2.L.2 The Commission also regrets the incomplete and often far too
complicated or slack nature of existing community provisions' They are
slack Partly because the Commission has often opted for a directive: a
directive is only binding with regard to the result to be achieved; it
is left to the llember States to determine the exact form of the provisions'
In some cases this procedure has meant that the approximation of national
customs provisions has been E- far-reaching than was exPected when the
directive was adoPted'
2.1.3 flre Commission also criticizes the slowness of the Comrnunity
institutions, decision-making procedure. Despite the fact that the com-
mission does not draw up its proposals without having numerous discussions
with experts from the trlember States, technj-cal discussions are often
syetematically rePeated by the comPetent bodies of the Council' In
general it is only after several years that the council adopts a proPosal'
incorporating various purely formal amendments'
lftre system whereby the conmission is entitled to adopt implementing
measures after consulting the committee set uP by the council has in
general functioned well, but the decision-making procedure needs to be
changed where the day-to-day administration requires the taking of quick
decisione.
The Member States, reluctance to give the Community fuII powers
in internationat negotiations means that it is often difficult for
the Cannnunity to present a united front'
2.L.4 Lastty, the commission points out that infringementsof customs
law continue to be dealt with according to Member states' ovtn provisions
although most customs law now falls within Community iurisdiction'
lfhis means that there are aPPreciable inequalities of treatment as between
community nationals, and the commission considers it eesential for an
administrative procedure to be established at Comnrunity level for the
settlement of disputes arising between the customg administrations and
c ompanies -
2.2 The Corunission distinguishes between short and long-term measures
to be taken with a view to improving the functioning of the customs union'
2.3 The Commission's short-term ProPosals are :
Free movement of qoods
- 
to develop the use of the community transit procedure; the objective
is to concentrate the formatities at the customs office of departure;
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- to increlse awareness of the everyday reality of the community as
regards the rules on non-comrnercial trade even though the result is
some ross of revenue to the Membs states (e.g. tcustoms clearance
charges') ;
- to examine carefully internal trade formalities with a vi*r to abolish-
ing those that are no longer fully justified; if necees?rlr the Com-
mission will apply the rures governing infringement of the Treaty,
- to make easier control at the community's internar frontiers;
Communitv customs leqislation
- to submit proposals to the council supptementing existing community
custons regulations in accordance with the programmes already established;
Thsl institutions' decision-makinq procedure
- 
to submit proposals to the Council on the day-to-day administration of
the regulations and the work of the international organization dealing
with customs matters;
2.4 The Commission,s longer term proposals are
- 
a Community customs code;
- uniform senctlone for infringing community cugtoms provisions.
3. General commgnts
3.1.1 rn general it has to be said that, despite the very significant
measure of progress achieved over the years, the introduction of a uniform
system of customs administration in dealings with third countries and the
free movement of goods in the community are proceeding too sror*ly.
The Commission's progress reports on the L971 General Programme
and the 1975 Simplification Programm.l irrdi."te that it is particularly
difficult for the Commission to get the Council andrlor national authorities
to lend their active cooperation in working towards futl Customs Union.
As shown in Annex I, only 8 of the 22 proposals made in the General
Programme have been implemented. This is a meagre result 
- 
witness the
fact that, even though the Commission was very cautious in 1971 in setting
the deadlines for implementation of the General Programme, it nevertheless
felt that 1 January 1975 was a reasonable date to aim for.2
Annex II shows that only limited parts of the 1975 Simplifieation
Programme have been implemented too.
I 
,"" Annexes II and IV to the Commission,s communication
,
' See SEC (71) 582 g1n31, paragraph 15c
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3.L.2 1[tne committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs does not blame the
commission for this. customs regui.ations are by nature very technical
and therefore difficult to harmonize unless the political resolve exists
in the l{ember states. other difficulties stem from the tristorical reasons
for Member states' customs regulations and the interrelationship between
customs 1aw and other areas of nationaL law'
tlhe eommittee is also able, however, to detect a systematic
resistance to change on the part of national authorities; this clearly re-.
flects a fear of replacing a well-established and well-tried system of
controlprocedureswithane\^/andunknownquantity;understandabteaeit
maybe,thisfearisggbereqretted.Amajort'askfortheCommigsion
andfortheEuroPeanParliamentwillbetohelpcreatetheconditions
which will ensure that the aohievement of overriding political objectives
is not unduly obstructed by administrative traditions'
Another.reagonisthatthetransitionalperiodfollowingthe
enlargementoftheCommunityanditsfreetradeagreementwithEI.TA
causedagreatdealofworkforthenationalcuEtomsauttroritieeandthe
relevant Commission departments'
The Committee on Economic and t{onetary Affairs would point out
here that any future enlargement of the community will impose a heavy
extra workload on the Commission departments resgonsible for the administra- I
tion of the customs union. unless the wish is to delay full implementation
of the Customs Union between ihe existing Nine, any increase in the number
of member countries will therefore require an increaaed allocation of
resources to the dePartments concerned' :
3.l.3Alookattheproposalswhichhavebeenimplementedandthose
which have not shows that the commission had special difficulty in
getting procedures simplified in cases where lt{eniber states' administrative
structures had to be adaPted. The commission therefore seema to need
the Errropean Parliament.s strpport here; discussions should be held on
how the poliE.icat wil.l to nrako progresg in the couneil can best' be strengthoned'
3.2 While the Comniti:ee on Economic and llonetary Affairs aPPreciates
the fact that the commission is continuing its efforts to actrieve progressl
in limited areas, see e.9. its decision at the end of June L977' lo
beginthepreparatoryworkforanintegratedcommonCustomsTariffand
its recommendation to six Meniber States to stop collecting 'customs
clearance charges' on small non-commercial consignments, certain cornments
in the commission's communication indicate that in some area8, it is
cutting back on ttre objectives it set itself in its 197I and 1975 progranmes'
I S"" Conrnission's press release IP(77) 160
- 
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The Commission cites, for example, the conclusions of the CommunityTransit committee that it was not yet possible to abotish community
transit documentation and that it has not proved possible to 1imit the
amount of information required for completing documents used in intra-
'l
community trade-. Nor has there been any real progrcss towards basing
customs controls on comPanies' accounts rather than on physical controlsl.
The study of the structure of the customs and of customs officials. tasks
and powers announced in Lg7l-2 does not seem to have given any tangible
result nor has the desir"3 ao harmonize matters such as the opening and
closing times of customs posts and the role of agente been fulfirled4.
3.3.1 The Commission's conuuunication is in the nature of a progrests
rePort and is not meant to replace the 1971 General Progranrme or the 1975
Simplification Programrne. Nevertheless, the section5 on the action to be
undertaken on a longer-term basis seems rather weak; in fact it deals
only with a common customs code. Because of the many difficulties that
continue to stand in the way of complete customs union, it woul_d be
advisable to again stress and even revise the long-term objectives in the
hope of strengthening the Member states' resolve to make progress.
In the committee's vieur it should be streesed that the final form
of the customs Union must allow trade within the external frontiers of
the Comrnunity to be freed from all formatities, and the controls at the
Community's internat frontiers therefore to be limited to activities more
akin to policing duties, such as safeguarding public safety6. this of
course PresupPoses that there is effective control on the movement of
goods at the Community,s external frontiers.
rt wourd therefore be desirable for a community body to be set up
to administer the common customs legislation, thus incl uding controls at
the external frontiers of the Community (Community customs officiats),
so that no doubts can be raised about the uniform application of the
customs Union in the lvlember States or about the existence of favouritism
on a national basis.
I s"" section F of Annex rv to the commission's communication2 S"" the General Programme, paragraphs 4L-423 S"" the General Programme, paragraph 354 
"h" commission has informed the rapporteur that a list has been drawnup of the business hours of aII customs offices, on the basis of whichit is endeavouring to make gradual progress
5 S"" secti.on ryb ot the communication
o S". point 4.3 below
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3.3.2Cleafly,thequestionishowtoattainthisobjective.The
primary concern is surely to increase the national customs authorities'
understanding of each other's problems. The surveillance service referred
to below in point 4.g.2 would very Iikely be able to help in this respect,.
and thought could be given to national customs authorities exchanging
observers. At all events, attainment of this objective will require a
major educational exercise on the part of the Commission.
3.3.3Theattemptstoharmonizethewidelydifferingcustcf,ns
procedureeoftheMernberStateswillalltooeasilyleadtoacqnpro-
mise being sought between national viewpoints and traditions ' Traditional
thinking favours piecemeal modification of the existing system and this
entails a clear risk of the customs procedures, etc., to be drawn up by the
Community becoming ullnecessarily complicated'
The best point of departure would be to act as if there had
never been any system of customs administration in the I'lember States and,
on this.basis, propose an ideal model of how the Customs Union should
function. Through negotiation with the national customs authorities the
effort would then have to be made to get as close to this ideal model
as possible.
The committee is naturally aware of the difficulties confronting
the Conunission in its dealings with the national authorities when endeavour-
ing to implement at comnunity level the simplest possible scheme, certain
parts of which may be inspirect by the procedure in one or other of the
Member States. The committee would however warn against national authori-
ties seeking, partly for reasons of prestige, to complicate an otherwise
straightforward system by endeavouring to incorporate the various national
traditions.
3.3.4 Obviously, it witl not be possible to achieve the complete internal
implementation of the Customs Union from one year to the next. It is there-
fore very important that the Community and the Dlember States should take
appropriate action in the mattcr, and that the community should keep a
constant watch on national legislation to ensure that no provisions are
introduced that may stand in the way of the long -term objectives'
3 .4.1 One of the shortcomings
munication is the slowness of the
The Commission' s progress reports2
that the Commission's PreParatory
by the fact that national exPcr:ts
measures.
See point 2.L.3 above
See point 3.1 above
mentioned by the Conunission in its com-
Council' s decision-making ptocedrrrel.
, on the progralnmes indicate, however,
work is also being complicated and delayed
cannot agree on specific simplification
I
2
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3.4.2 By way of historical background, the Commission states in its
communication that approximation of l4ember States' customs legislation
was greatly hampered by Articre 27 of the EEc rreaty, the onry provision
dealing with the approximation of national customs legislation, which
merely lays down that approximation should be accomplished during the
first stage on the basis of Commission recommendations. The Commission
and lt[ember States realized that recommendations alone would lead nowhere
and that genuine Community legislation, binding on the Member States, was
'I
necessary-. ft has, however, been difficult to translate this agreement
into specific Community legislation.
Since customs union is the basis of the cornmunity and the con-
tinuing existence of different national customs legislation distorts con-
ditions of competition in the common market, the Commission should make
greater use of Article 235 of the EEC Iteaty to force through the necessary
Ccnurrunity legislation in the foreseeable future.
3.4.3 The Commission is also requested to inform the committee of any
legal possibilities for introducing a new procedure for completing the
customs union along more or less the same lines as those laid dorrn by the
European Parliament for abolishing technical barriers Lo trade. In brief,
this would mean that
- the three Community institutions would define the characteristics of the
customs union (see paragraph 3.3.1 above);
- the three Community institutions would lay down guidelines for Community
provisions in Lhe individual areas;
- the Commission would be empowered, pursuant to Article 155 of the EEC
Treaty, to j.ssue the necessary implementing prorrisions.
This would increase the Commission's possibility of putting pressure
on national authorities with a view to achieving agreement on the formulation
of specific provisions and would bc in keeping with thc statement made by the
Ileads of State and Government in Paris in Decemb er L9742 that they agreed on
'the advantage of making use of the provisions of the Treaty of Rome whereby
the powers of implementation and management arising out of Community rules
may be conferred on the Commission.'
4. Asseesment bv the corunittee on Economic and I'tonetarv Affairs
4.1 The Commission's ass<-'ssmcnt of the customs union is a realistic
account of thc l)ro(Jrcss made, lhc shortc:ominqs still apparcrrt after twenty
yoarrl atrrl t-lrt' lll('ilsllrt's Iltal ott,;lrl l.o llo ta]<<.n. Tltc- Comnril t<.o on lleolromic-
and Mrlnr'LaIy Al-l'.ril.s wtlttl<.1 , lr(,w()v(.r', Iikc.to arnplify sornr-. ol- Llrt'cornltonIr.;
tnade by tho Comnrission.
I S"o Section II B of the communication
2 S"" paragraph 8 of the communiqu6
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4.2 It is only reasonablc to point out that much progress has been
made also in recent years. Thcre is every indication that the Community
transit procedure which now incorPorates the various provisionsl' could -
with the necessary improvements - develop into a relatively simple and
effective system for the free movement of goods in the customs union'
The committee notes with regret, however, that the minimum infor-
mation and control necessary is determined by the difference in Member
States' taxes and duties. The Comrnittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
will discuss this in greater detail below but would like to make two points
novr:
- 
the Commission should intcnsify its efforts to base customs control on
companies' accounts rather than on physical checks; the introductLon
of a uniform vAT assessment basis should facllitate this;
- 
the commission should ensure that the public is made ah,are that it is
because of opposition by national governments to approximation of
duties2 thatthe procedures and controls connected with internal trade
and traffic have not been simplified or abolished on the scale
originallY Planned.
9s :!9s9-3!g-vs!sri!3 rY-9e!!5e1 -3rre!s9s9!!s
4.3.1 The rapporteur Ls of thc opinion that twenty years of cwtoms
unionhavenoL led to any Particular rcduction in the control functions of
the customs authorities at tlrc Community's internal frontiers' On the
contrary, a whole range of new duties unrelated to customs work have been
imposed on customs authorities. In an effort to obtain more information
on this subject, the rapporteur asked the commission to prepare a list of
the specific tasks carried out by potice and customs authorities in
individual Member States when persons and goods cross the Community's
internal and external frontiers.
The Corunission's list is attached as Annex III, and although it
is not exhaustive, the Committee on Economic and Dlonetary Affairs agrees
with the Commission's conclusion in the covering letter that ostensibly
there is no major difference bctwcen the formalitics for crossing a border
between ttember States and thosc for crossing thc Comrnunity's external
frontiers. Obviously, the situation is in practice more flexible at
internal frontiers and control is generally less systematic than at external
frontiers.
1 or*o
2 so*"
L 38, 9.2.L977, amended by GI No L 182, 22-7 -L977
llember States even make the differences greater-
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' The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs notes with regret
that it is only in very specific areas such as systematic control of
motlrists' green cards that the creation of a customs union has appreciably
,'I
redriced the customs authorities' formal control functions at the Community's
internal frontier crossing points.
i
4.3.2' ' Of the tasks listed in Annex III the committee regards the follow-
ing, as the most labour-intensive:
(a) monitoring of movements of goods for the purposes of :
, -, calculating and collecting value added tax and other duties,
- 
calculating, compensatory amounts for agricultural products,
- 
collecting statistical data,
- veterinary and health inspection.
(b) checks on traveLlers and goods in their possession, particularly
articles subject to high rates of duty.
4.3.3 To put into practice the spirit and letter of the EEC Treaty would
mean the disappearance of the majority of the above tasks and, in the
rapport'eur's view, controls at the Community's internal frontiers could then
be confined to duties more akin to policing activities: searches for
weapons, drugs, missing and wanted persons, etc.,
Irlore selecti-ve controls of this nature would not as a general rule
need to be applied on a systematic basis and could be carried out most
effectively with the aid of specialist resources. Moreover, the need for
checks of this nature to be carried out at the internal frontiers is far
from apparent.
4.3.4. The rapporteur's attention has been drawn to a whole series of
problems connected with the movement of goods within the Common Dlarket.
The complaints centre chiefly on the considerable and costly delays which
can befall consignments sent by road as a result of the existing system of
frontier and veterinary controls..- A number of examples are given in Annex VI.
The wish is widespread for example, that customs offices should
stay open longer, particularly where there are traffic bottlenecks; the
need for this is particularly acute at certain Alpine crossings but also,
for instance, at the frontier between Denmark and west Germany. The
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs is aware of the expense this
entails for customs authorities but feels it is particularly important that
the Commission help secure longer opening hours at frontier crossings, where
the need is most acuEe, while at the same time taking stePs to coordinate
the opening hours of customs offices.
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4.3 .5 Ano
controls which,
can in extreme
less serious problem is posed fy vet"rinary and health
according to information recei,ved by the rapporteur,
cases delay frontier crossings Eor up to as much as eight days.
The Committee on Economic and Moneta::y Affairs has also noted with
regret that the Court of Justice's ruling that it is prohibited to levy feee
for veterinary and health inspection within the Comnon l,larket has in several
Member States rcsr.tlted in Io<'aI inspecLion points being closed down - Thia
has irr somc car;cs htrd a clcvastating cffocl- on local tradc ' c.9.. in f rttit
and vegetables in the France - Saarland border region'
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs strongly urges the
Commission to speed up as far as possible its work on coordinating the
various national provisions in this field Eo as to secure reciprocal recog-
nition within the Common Dlarket of the veterinary and health certificates
issued by the appropriate authorities in the other l'lember States. In the
committee's view, this problem should be given a high priority, particularly
since of one of the chief arguments for retaining the various national
provisions and controls is that of safeguarding the economic interests of
the veterinary professionl.
The commission is also urged to conclude an agreement with
Austria and Switzerland exempting bonded consignments in transit between
the northern and the southern part of the Common llarket from veterinary
inspection in Austria and Switzerland-
4.3.6 As indicated in Annex vI (i) , the rtalian Government had decided
to limit the number of customs points authorized to clear goods coming
under chapter 73 (iron and steel) and section XI (textiles, etc.,) of the
Common Customs Tariff, thereby subjecting consignments of this nature bound
for Italy to lengthy detours and consequently considerable delays and
increased costs. The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs has been
advised that the Commission has been successful in securing a substantia I
increase in the number of such customs points.
I B"for. joining the Community Denmark had some of the most stringentprovisions in EuroP€, e.g. those governing the import of dogs; it was
essential even for a young, healthy. recently vaccinated dog
accompanied by the necessary vaccination certificates to be revaccinated
by a vet at the actual crossing-point on the frontier (between
West cermany and Denmark). NoMr that the relevant provisions have been
brought into line with those generally applicable in EuroPe, customs
officiats only ask to see vaccination certificates on a random basis
without this having had any adverse effect as regards, for example, the
spread of rabies in Denmark.
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4.3.7 Thc Committec on Economic and Monetary Affairs is avrare that,
although Ehis is not normally made public, the Commission is going to con-
s iderable lengths to persuade the Member States to organize customs controls
as efficiently as possible. The committee appreciates this and would also
recommend trade organizations and similar bodies which consider that they
have legitimate grounds for dissatisfaction with the present organization
of customs and veterinary control to refer the matter directly to the Com-
mission or to the European Parliament's Cornmittee on Economic and Monetary
Af fairs,.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs would nevertheless
also appreciate more official efforts on the part of the Commission to
extend and coordinate the opening times of customs offices and to supervis e
the practical organization (also from the geographical point of view) of
cugtoms and veterinary control.
4.3.8 Another problem is local traffic and trade in frontier areas. '[he
rapporteur has received many representations concerning time-consuming and
costly formalities constituting real obstacles to freedom of movement for:
farmers who have land on both sides of a frontier;
workmen carrying tools and equipment in their vans;
hrage-earners or commercial travellers resident in one member
country but working temporarily or permanently in another;
self-employed traders staying in another member country in order
to investigate the prospects for setting up in business there at
a later date;
baker s,/greengroce r s r/f I ori s t s purchasin g breadr/vege tabl es /pL anLs /
fruiVflowerE from suppliers on the other side of the frontier;
citizens who have to apply to the cusLoms office t,o collect a small
non-cornmercial consignment; even though customs {uty and excise taxes
are no longer levied on such consignments, a special fee is charged
in six I'lember States;
migrant workers who in some countries have to pay a special deposit
to obtain electricity or a telephone;
sleeping-car passengers who have to complete a detailed declaration,
including particulars of any foodstuffs and headache tablets in their
possess-lon, so as to avoid being woken by customs officials during
the niglrtl.
No other passengers are asked to supply detailed
nature, either in writing or orally. information of this
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f t: was; impossilrlc for Lhe r:apporLetrr Lo consider all these cases
in deL;ril,, irl.tlrough hc h1s ri,rined from Ehcnr l-lre disheartening impression
that, in certain areas, considerable inventiveness is being made to
eliminate the feeling among Community citizens Lhat they are living in a
cornmon market. This inventiveness would be better emPloyed on overcoming
the administrative difficulties associated with turning the conmon market
into a reality, thereby confirming the individual citizen's hope that
establishment of the conmon Market would mean abolition of what, to his
mind, are unnecessary formalities.
4.3.g Annex \rI (j) reProduces a circular which the Luxembourg comPany
ARBED was obliged to issue to its various deparLments. This circular shows
the complicate<l Procedure that, has to be gone through by companies which
need Eo intport rloods into Belgiuln on a temporary basis for Ehe purpose of
carryirr<; 6rrt c(.rL.1 in Ly;rcs r>f wr:rk l-lrcr:c ( Lools for assemlrly arrd
installation work, casting moulds, photograplrical equipment, etc.).
The
is required
Passages en
for examP1e,
racing cars
Luxembourg Automobile club has informed the committee that it
to assist its members by issuing customs documents (carnets de
Douanes) etc. in connection with the tenporary use in France of,
the cars of insurance agents, certain Pleasure craft, go-karts,
and racing motor cycles, agricultural machinery, etc'
4.3.10 As explained above, the rapporteur does not intend to examine these
matters in detail but will confine himself to stating by way of conclusion
that many of the representations he has received relate to the temporary
imporE of nroLor- vclriclorr .rn<l Llrat. cli f ticrrlLjcs ,rrc n()L only cncottnLered
with vehicles rtsecl for conutcrcial Purposea. l"or exantple, problents ;rlso
ariae for people with a residential attachment to more than one Member State.
'Irhe Commission is at preaent preparing a Prqposal concerning tem-
porary import. The rapporteur has been confirmed in his belief that there -_
is a need for uniform rules in this field but would emPhasize that it is
essential fpr the rules to be interpreted uniformly by the various national
authorities, so that the individual citizen does not get caught between the
authorities of two Ivledber Statesl, and for the rules in question to aPPly
also to motor vehicles (both for private and for commercial use).
4.3.11 The rapporteur would also draw aELention to the fact that various
inLernational organizations including the International Touring Alliance
within the European Community, the International Chamber of Coturerce, the
1
' why cannot the authorities concerned make direct contact and solve anyprobl"." between themselves instead of using the citizcn as a go-between?
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Economic Commission for Europe and the Simplification of International
Trade Preedures Board (SrTPRo), have put forward a whole series of specific
proposals designed to facilitate frontier controls and formalities both for
travellers and for transported goods. The rapporteur did not feel it
necessary to discuss all these proposals in this report but does appreciate
the fact that so many different organizations are int,erested in these
problems and sees in this confirmation of the berief that, out,side the
sphere of national customs authorities, there is widespread appreciation of
the need to simplify or abolish completely these unnecessarity complicated
formalities.
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The Community transit Procedure
4.4.L In Dccember L976 the Council aclopted a basic regulation on
Community transitl, followed in the samc month by a commission regulation
on implementing provj-sionsI, the purpose of which was to'consolidate the
various Provisions.
As early as 1I JuIy Lg772, however, the Commission had to adoPt
another regulation amending nine of the 84 articles and seven of the 15
annexes. Although the amendments are to be \^Ielcomed becauSe they
considerably simplify paperwork, they show how many technical problems
there are with such regulations, and thc commission should issue an
updated version of the regulation as soon as possible so that those
concerned merely have to Iook at one document to find the relevant
information.
It should also be notcd thaL when thc Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs stated above3 that the Community transit procedure could
become a simple and effective system, it meant by comparison with the
situation prevailing before theProcedure was introduced. However, the
provisions are stiII verycomplicated4, especially for smalt and medium-
sized undertakings and in most cases they prefer or are obliged to use
forwarding agents.
4.4.2 Under the,community transit procedure the foltowing formalities
have to be completed at the community's internal frontiers:
- 
presentation of a transit advice note;
- 
production of transit documents;
- 
production of documents identifying vehicles;
- 
examination of seals-
4.4.3 In its I975 Simplification Progranne the cornmission pointed out that
in a fu}ly developed customs union there should be not need for deumentation
for goods in internal Cqmlunity transit and that, -even as matters stood then,
the paperwork involved could be considerably simplified and standardized'
Ho,hrever, of alI the simplification measures ProPosed in the
programme, community rules have been drawn up only for seals (and the
simptification of paperwork mentioned in Paragraph 4.4.L). The Commission
has been unable to reach agreement on more extensive simplification
measures.
I oJ No. L 38, g.2.7'7
2 o, No. L LB2, 22.i.7i
3 s.. paragraph 4.2. above
4 
,ha Council's basic regulation and the Commissions's regulation on
implementing provisions with their annexes cover about 75 pages of the
OJ, the agreements with Austria and Switzerland at least another 90.
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4-4.4 when preparing this report, the rapporteur contacted a variety of
organizations in the I',lember states partry with a view to finding out
what difficulties existed in intra-Community trade.
The information received by the rapporteur on this and other
occasions corroborates the Commission's view that Lhe Community transit
procedure can be further simplified .rorl and that the individual lrlember
states could thcmsclvcs help to simptify the formalities by making use of
the provisions of t.l'rc EEC Treaty (c.g. aborishing guarant,ccs for goods
transported between the office of cleparture and the first t:ansit office).
4.4.5 The committee also considers it, appropriate for the Commission to
Iet the EuroPean Parliament have an action progranme listing the measures
to be taken before documentation can be aboUshed for goods in free circula-
tion. rhe cfiunittee on Econqnic and lrlonetary Affairs ie willing tohelp the
Cqruniesion to attain the objectives laid doorn in sections 6 and g of the
Simplif ication programme.
One of the most important aims must be, and this is also stressed
by the commission, to promote the use of the community transit procedure
and to bring together aII the formalitics reguirccl in connection with
this procedure (i.e. incruding the correction of data reguired by the
importing country) at the outward customs point. rt needs to be stated
once again that the ultimate objective must be to aborish arr the formarities
connected with consignments in internal community transit, but that
it ought to be possibre to imprement fairry speedily an interim
solution, i-e. centrarization of arr formatities at the outward
customs point.
9elssl e!re!_ e!q_sel lss!t gl_ eI_!e!re!sl_ ge! 1e:
4.5.1 The existing procedure for cotlectinglmport duties at customs offices
is very compricated. once the directive on the uniform basis of vAT
assessment has becn adopted, it should bc possiblc to introduce a palment
system for goods that are subject onry to VAT simirar to thc system
applied in the Benelux countries where vAT on imports is paid at the same
time as normal vAT2.
I 
,h" Cologne Chamber of Industry
a proposal for the abotition of
consignments.
and Commerce has, for example, drawn up
all formalities connected with Communily
)
- In the Benelux system the vAT levied on imported goods can be deductedas a tax already paid by the person who has paid or declared it if thegoods are imported by that person or to his iddress. rf the importerand the tradesman are one and the sarne person, it is not a"..""I.yunder this system to pay vAT on imports at the frontier; insteal it isdeclared in tho I;r.viouc clcr'laration ancl imnrc<liatcly tlcducte6 as a taxalroacly p.-rirl. A <lr't-ailr.rl rl<.s<..ri.1>t iorr <>l- tltr. llcnr.lrrx rryslrrrr ilrcontaincd i.n Anncx f V.
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AttentioniscalledtothefactthatthccommunityrulesonvAT
do in actuar facE pcrmit departures from the rule requiring that import
vAT charges he collccted aL the time of importat,ionl. Thc Committee
on Economic and Irlonctary Affairs cannot urqe the Commission strongly
enough to draft a specific ProPosaL fot the abolition of imPort vAT
charges as implementation of Provisions to this effect would relieve
the business community and, in the longer term, the customs authorities
too of a heavy administrative burden'
4.5.2TheCommitteeonEconomicandlvlonetaryAffairsisalsoofthe
opinion that the introduction of a uniform basis of vAT assessment should
in general increase the.possibility of basing control of the movement of
goods across the community's internat frontiers and the calculation and
collection of duties on companies' accounts'
A temporary solution would be to concentrate the registration of
movements of goods either in the exporting or importing country; the
authorities in the importing and exporting countries could then exchange
the necessarY information.
4.5.3 Consideration could be given here to changing the rules concerning
vAT so that the exporting country levies duties on goods exported across
corununity frontiers, which can then be deducted by the importer as a tax
already paid on his account with the importing country's tax-collection
authority. Except in cases where there are extremely high selective
purchase ta*es2 this system wilt have an in-buirt contror mechanism,
since the imported would have to Pay vAT in both the exporting and the
importingcountryifhefailedtokeephisrecordsinorderforthe
importing country's authorities. The conseguent bias in Irlember States'
vAT revenue coul<l be corrected by adjustments between the national
taxation authorities-
4.5.4 The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs points out that it
would be unwise not to simplify the procedures that are solely necessary
because of existing differences in Itilenber States' VAT rates' Experience in
the USA shows that there can even be quite different VAT rates' in individ-
uaI states without it being necessary to introduce customs formalities or
the like when goods are traded between states'
I 
,i*ah Council Directive on the harmonization of turnover ta><es,
Article 24.
2 
,o, instance, the Danish duty on spirits and tobacco and motor vehicle
registration tax.
3 
-r, th" USA there is a difference of up to 8 percentage points in VAT
rates. In the community the standard rates of VAT vary from between
8% Lo 2O%. Some goods are subject to VAT of up Eo 4O%'
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4-6 If goods are to move freely within the common external customs
frontier, intra-Community trade in goods imported from a third country
to one of the lr4ember States of the customs union (with duty paid under
the Common Customs Tariff) must obviously be possible without restriction.
The Commission's proposal for a directive on the transition to
the free circuration of goods, submitted in December r973, has, however,
not yet been adopted by the Council, and the Commission has sti1l not
put forward proposars for the administration of tariff guotasr.
9se!ers_!eI M_cl9_sse!ess_segs
4.7.L rn its communication, the commission states that in the light of
budgetary imprications it has not yet taken a decision on whether an
integrated common tariff should be drawn up2'3, but a decision t,o do so
has been taken since the communication was published. The Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs can onry welcome this decision and
hopes that the integrated common tariff wirr be drawn up in such a way
that the day-to-day administration can to a large extent be conputer-
ized.
4.7.2 The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs also approves the
Commission's efforts to draw up a Common Customs Code.
The commission feers that it witr be necessary to envisage the
pranning and drafting of a community custcrns code 'as soon as the
essential points of the 1971 and 1975 progrartrnes have been implemented,4.
others, however, feer that the work can begin arready. on 1 June L977,
for instance, th€ l{est German Chamber of rndustry and corunerce published
a proposal for the drafting of a customs code.
'l
- 
'National' tariff quotas (with no community reserve) should obviously be re-placed by genuine Community tariff quotas so that importers in the differentMember states receive equal treatment. Ihe importer should be able to knorpin advance whether or not customs duty will be levied on the goods imported.)
' See communication, Annex IV, paragraph A 2
?
- The integrated customs tariff indicates not onry the rate of duty
applicable under the common customs Tariff but arso any agreements
with third countries (preferential agreements), market orianizations
and statistical reguirements. The need for a comprehensive reference
work of this kind is self-evident given that the burk of communityimports noh, come from countries with hrhich the cormnunity has concludedpreferential agreements; imports from Lhese countries are not subjectto the normal rates of duty applicable under the common Customs Tariff.4 S". communication p.20
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The Commission has explained its attitude to the rapporteur by
saying that to draft an integrated customs law atthe present time
would commit such a large amount of resources both in the appropriate
Commission departments and in the Council's working Party that it would
not then be possible to ensure implementation of the considerable number
of proposals concerning simplifications in certain Iimited areas which
the Commission has already drawn uP or is in the process of drawing up.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs agrees with the
Commission that it is important to ensure that the specific proposals
(for example, the proposal on the transition of goods to free
circulation) are imPlemented as soon as possible. At the same time, the
committee does not see why it should not be possible for the Commission
to start work simultaneously on an internal basis on drawing uP a common
customs law.
B-u]99- 9I- 9t 191!:, 
-Prg I9!9!!l el-sg!9989!!9r-9!9:
4.8.I The Community pursues an active trade policy. This has for example
resulted in the Community concluding a total of 24 various preferential
agreements, i.e. agreements under which imports from the countries conc-
erned to the Community are subject to a lower rate of duty than that
Iaid down in the common customstariffor are completely exempt from duty.
These agreements come into the following categories:
- 
free trade agreements (fully or partially reciprocal)l;
- agreements gieared to eventual membership of the customs ,rnion2;
- 
general customs preferences for developing countries.
The bulk of the Community's imports are governed by such
agreements.
4.8.2 Preferential status for at} or for certain goods originating in
the countries concerned means that the goods in guestiOn must be
accompanied by a certificate in order to be able to cross the Community's
external frontiers on more favourable terms. The'trurPoge of this
arrangement is to ensure that goods from third. countries do not evade the
rates of duty specified in the Corunon Customs Tariff by passing through
one of the countries with which the Community has concluded a preferential
agreement.
I concluded with: EFTA countries (Finland, Iceland, Norway' Portugal'Sweden, Switzerland and Austria);
Ir{editerranean countries (l{alta, CyPrus, Spain,
Israel, tilorocco, Tunisia, Algeria, Lebanon' EgyPt'
Jordan and SYria);
The ACP countries
and TurkeY
(c)
2 concluded with Greece
(a)
(b)
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The majority of the free trade agreements entered into by the
Community also contain provisions specifying that guantitative
restrictions may not be applied to goods originating in the countries
in guestion. Goods which are zero-rated under the Common Customs
Tariff may therefore also reguire certificates of origin.
4.8. 3 The admlnistrative difficulties associated with preferential
agreements do not only relate to the technical problem of defining
whether a particular article originated in the country in guestion or
not, but also to the fact that the provisions of the various
preferential agreements vary as regards the types of goods to which
these agreements apply, the amount of the reduction in the rate of
duty, the extent of any guantitative restrictions and the definition
of the term 'origin'. As a result, a particularly complex system
has developed which is difficult to understand and adninister both for
the customs authorities and for importers and exporters.
4.8.4 To gualify for 'origin' in one of the countries with which the
Community has concluded a preferential agreement, goods must either have
been manufactured entirely or have undergone a substantial measure of
processing in the country concerned. As regards processing, the general
rule is that the product in guestion must change from one category in
the Common Customs Tariff to another. There are, however, quite a
Iarge number of exceptions to this general rule specifying, for example,
that certain products must undergo more extensive processing than is
reguired for a change of tariff heading (tist e)I or that a change of
tariff heading is not sufficient (list e)2.
Administrative problems also arise in connection with the various
options available for 'accumulating' origin3. An exporter in ttre
Community may choose a system which provides nine different possible
ways of making up 'cumulative' origin when exporting to EFTA countries,
depending on the country concerned.
This system has been criticized as being too complicated by both
domestic and foreign manufacturers, EFTA has therefore proposed an
extremely simple system under which the only condition for gualifying
for origin would be that products from third countries shouild
constitute no more than 50% of the value of the product.
1
- A ceiling is laid down specifying how great a part of the value of
any given product may bc m.rclc up of products imlrcrted from third
countries.
a
- The products in guestion must undergo specific manufacturing processes.
3 1... to use components imported from another country within the free
trade area in question and st-ill gualify for 'origin'.
l
I
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It is precisely in dealings with the EFTA countries that the
problemsconnectedwithrulesoforiginaremostacute.Thisisdue
to the fact that the rures are particurarly complicated for processed
products(particularlyproductsoftheelectronicsandengineering
industries made up of numerous components) and it is precisely these
products that predominate in trade with the EFTA countries' Trade
under the other preferential agreements is dominated by goods that
have undergone a less extensive processing' c
4.8.5 Both the system specifying a change of tariff heading and the
systemspecifyingagivenpercentagehaveadvantagesanddrawbacks.At(
firstglancethesystemproPosedbyEFTAseemsextremelysimptebutitdoes
involveaclearriskoftheCommoncustomsTariffbeingevaded.For
example,aJaPanesecomPanymanufacturingradioscouldgellvirtually
completed radios to a subsidiary in the Community at a low internal
accountingprice(whichwouldthusformthebasisforthecalculationof
customs dutY).
4.S.6TheCommitteeonEconomicandltonetaryAffairshasdrawnattention
totheProblemsassociatedwithrulesoforigin,etc.,becausetheform
these rules take influences the flow of trade within the free trade area
and between the free trade area and third countries' Hence thege rules
influence economic integration and international specialization' Further-
more there are of course the heavy administrative costs associated with
thisverycomplicatedsystem,whichhavetobebornebythecustoms
authorities and the business community'
rt is evident that these compricated rules are in part the resurt
of the wish of business circles to ensure that preferential agreements
are drawn up in such a way as to provide maximum protection' Particularly
inadifficulteconomicsituationanyattempttosinplifythesystemmay
there.fore encounter considerable opposition. The committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs would however like to stress here that the more complicated
thesystem,thelesslikelyitisthatthecustomsauthoritieswillbeable
to monitor it effectivelyl. rllegal triangular deals are only one of the ''
examples of protection presumably being Iess effective in practice than in
theory.
I 
*h" problems will be reduced but
customs tariff has been drawn uP
not fully solved when the integrated(see 4.7.I above)
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4.8.7 The Committee on Economic and }4onetary Affairs does not intend to
consider in detair the guestion of revising the rules of origin partty
because other committees of the European Parliament would have to take part
in this work. For the sane reasons the committee has omitted other topical
problems arising in connection with the Community's free trade agreements
such as state aid, dumping, etc. The Committee on Economic and l[onetary
Affairs would however like to emphasize that there is an acute need at the
Present time to simplify the rules of origin and that simplification should
be based on the following principles:
- a balance must be achieved between a reasonable definition of ,processing'
for individual products and over-complicated rules;
- 
greater opportunities for manufacturens to choose between a change of
CCT category or the proportion of imported goods;
- 
generally speaking, the economic effect of the reform on manufacturers
must be neutral;
- simplification of the rules could incorporate more stringent reguirements:
this should not necessarily entail greater protection for Community
manufacturers;
- the work on simplifying documents and harmonizing the provisions for the
various pref,erential agreements must be completed;
- the decision-making process for technicar changes to preferentiar
agreements must be simplified;
- 
verification of origin must be made easier either by introducing invoice
declarations or by issuing ccrtificates that have been stamped in advance.
4.8.8 The reguirement that cc'rt.ificates of origin should also be used in
internal trade gives rise furthermore to many unnecessary difficulties.
The rapporteur will confine himserf to citing two specific examples:(a) a Belgian forwarding company (name suppried) has suppried the
following information :
since 14 September 1977 certificates of origin have been reguired
to be produced i-n respect of some products on import into France.
It so happens that some of our customers have consignments destined
for France, i.e. various goods subject to various rates of duty and
intended for various desLinations in France. The French customs
administration now reguires that a certificate of origin be submitted
for each product and for: each destination instead of one overall
certificate per consignmcnt giving details of all the goods and their
destinations: the resurt is that many of our exporting customers
can spend days on end visiting chambers of conmerce to obtain aII the
certificates necessary to verify the consignment.
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(b) the Italian Federation of Independent shipown"."I n-" drawn the
rapporteur,s attention to the problems arising in connection with the
purchase by Italian shipowners of vessels in other Member States,
this being subject to restrictions according to the information
received: authorization is not given to build vessels abroad,
authorization is not given to purchase second-hand vessels less than
two years o1d and authorization is not normally given to purchase
vessels more than 20 Years old.
4.8.g Regarding the problem raised under (a) it should be emphasized that
the llember States are not in fact entitled to ask for certificates of origin
in respect of internal trade. The Commission has therefore on several
occasions been able to secure abotition of this reguirement by establishing
direct contact with the national authorities. The Commission's capacity for
action in this field depends however on its being notified of such
reguirements and trade organizations and similar bodies ought therefore to
calI the Conunission's attention to cases where certificates of origin'are
stiIl required in respect of internal trade'
As regards the limitationson the rights of Italian shipowners to
purchase vessels in other Member States as rcferred to above under (b),
this is not in actual fact a problem concerning certificates of origin but
a guestion whether rules of this nature can be interpreted as being in
breach of the Treaty. The rapporteur has contacted the Commission on this
matter and will return to it later-
Ir3g9-t!e!11!]ee
4.g.L The rapporteur has been asked whetherit is at aII necessary to keep
statistics of the internal movement of goods since collection of the
necessary information helps to complicate the transit documents and is in
general an administrative burden on firms.
The rapporteur does not think that it is possible at the stage now
reached in the customs union to abolish internal trade statistics since in
several respects it is still important to ascertain what effect different
nationat measures have on intra-Community trade'
On the other hand, the collection of basic statistical information
should not preclude the abolition of otherwise unnecessary forms or
controls or compli-cate transit procedures out of all proportion' Nor does
it seem necessary to work out both import and export statistics for
internal trade.2
I confedera-ione Italiana degli Armatori Liberi
2 
"f. the views of the International 
trade facilitation committees in the
EEC (COITTPRO) .
I
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4.9.2 The commiLtee on Economic and Monetary Affairs is not in a position
to take a final stand on the need for statistical information or on how
best to organize the collection of basic information. The Commission is
asked t o investigate the matter, and whether the basic information can be
extracted from the reports sent by the customs office of departure or by
firms direct to the statistical offices.
gers_e!_!Ee_rl9y:!51sE_3!!es!eq
4.I0-I The point was made in the introduction that economic integration
has been hampered by the numerous technical and administrative provisions
and the fact that the various objectives of the EEc rreaty have not
been attained.
The rapporteur had many different examples to consider when drawing
up his report but wilr confine himserf here to mentioning just a few.
4.I0.2 The building industry and trade in building materials has derived
only Iimited benefits from the establishment of the common market. This
is due not only to Member States' reluctance in connection with public
supply contracts to place orders with manufact,urers in other Ivtember states,
but especiarry to nationar variations on bujlding regurations and
reguirements concerning the properties and form of. thc materials which vary
from one cotlntry to anotherl. construction firms wishing to export to
other Membcr St.rtes often havc to go through a laboriorrs authorization
procedure2, which normally l.rsl-s scveral ycars ancl which 
- often becausc
of ranguage difficulties and .l ack of knowredge of the procedures 
- is
discouraging from the outset and prevents many manufacturers from trying
to gain a footing in the other Irlember States.
The committee on Economic and llonetary Affairs is aware that the
commission is currentry drawing up a proposar for a directive on the
abolition of technical barriers to trade in building materials. rt urges
the Commission to submit this proposal to the council as soon as possible.
ft is important to stiputate l-]rat Itlember States should recognize the
technicaL tests carried out by authorizecl test centres in the other Member
states. The prcsent approval procedure 
- 
in some cases ncrtionar
manufacturers arc instrumental in deciding whether a foreign manufacturer
or product shourd be approved3 
- is a serious hindrance to free trade
in goods.
2
3
Danish report on the building regulations in west Germany alone takes600 pages.
some cases first for the manufacturer and then for the product.
such extreme cases the organizations concerned should refer the matterthe Commission or the European parliament.
A.
up
In
In
to
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4.10.3 An inadeguate common transport policy has led to a complicated
system of permits for the transport of goods by road. The EuroPean
parliament, the Commission and the l,lember States are aII aware of this
but it is worth repeating that the present situation as regards road
haulage is guite inadeguate. Not only does it lead to a non-rational
utilization of capacity and distortion of economic conditi'ons and
competition in the industry, it also affects intra-Community trade in
general and results in ah unnecessary waste of time and reloading of
goods.
The rapporteur cannot over-emphasize hissupport of the CommLssion
in its efforts to liberalize this sector and stresses the need to at
least rePlace bilateral guotas with Community guotas'
991v9]lle!e9-e9rv199
4.LO.4 A proposal was made at the EuroPean Parliament sitting on 16-6-L977
to set up a 'Corunittee of Enguiry' to investigate the practical difficulties
connected with the transport of goods and Persons. across the Communities'
internal frontiers. The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
discussed the proposal at its rneeting of 23 ilune L977. The discussion was
not concluded but the trxovisional conclusion was that there was a need for
a control body that would ensure that Community provisions on trans-frontier
traffic hrere complied with, that national provisions and administrative
structures should not create unnecessary Problems at the Conununity's
internal frontiers and that it was not uP to the EuroPean Parliament to
set up such a bodY.
The Conunittee on Economic and l{onetary Affairs is of the opinion
that this control body should be set up by the Commission and should consist
of high-ranking officials from the Conunission and possibly also from the
I{ember States. It shou}d also function as a sort of'complaints office'to
which organizations and privatc individuals in the I[ember States can turn
if they feel that, on any specific occasion, thcpinciple of freedom
of movcmcnt lras noL bccn prope-rly applicd to tltem. Thc committee is of
course aware that every such complaint is already handled correctly by
the Commission. The setting up of a 'complaints office' will however
make the public aware of the fact that it can comPlain and therefore help
to narrow the gap between the Community and the man in the street. It wiII
also help to heighten the national customs authorities' awareness of the
fact that the Community is seeing to it that free movement is becoming
a reality.
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Conc Iusions
5.I. The committee has found the PreParation of this report both
discouraging and encouraging'
Discouraging because it has gained the clear impression that only
after a long and dogged struggle will the national authorities be prepared
to surrender even the slightest- of Polrers to the con,nunity and that in
sorne (idses, in collaboration with business j-qterests, they have been very
inventive in their efforts to Prevent free movement. They could have
made more constructive use of their resourcefulness by trying to achieve
customs union both externally and internally. The technical and
administrative barriers to trade have proved to be an excellent means of
promoting an incipient form of neoprotectionism - even within the
Community.
Encouraging because the committee obtained a particularly positive
and constructive response to the rapporteur's appeal to a wide range of
organizations in the fiember States (transPort, trade, industry, automobile
clubs etc.,). The replies received show that the Conunission's attempts
to make the customs union function simply but effectively both internally
and externally has supportin alt the tilember states of the community and
that the commission may perhaps obtain more inspiration from contacts
with some trade organizations than by cooperating with national custqns
authorities.
Encouraging too because it received confirmation that the objectives
set by the commission in its 197I General Programme and its 1975 Simplif-
ication Programme were legitimate and realistic; because the Commission's
specific proposals novr being discuesed by the council corer a real and
acute need; and because the Cqnnriegion can neverthelesE imPro\re the function-
ing of the customs union through its contacts with the national authorities
without Putting forward formal proposals'
Encouraging too because it has been confirmed that there are many
specific problems in this area that the Commission and the EuroPean
Parliament can solve together.
5.2 The problem has not yet been solved, holr€ver. The Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs witl in the fut,ure do what it can - by
initiating action in the EuroPean Parliament or through direct contact
with the Commission - to ensure that the customs union and the common
market become a non-bureaucratic reality to the man in the street'
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The Committee on Economic and llonetary Affairs wouldtherefore
draw the attention of trade organizations and othee to the fact that
iftheyhavecomplaintsaboutthewayinwhichthecustomsunionsand
commonmarketfunctionoriftheyhavesuggestionsforsimplifyingor
improving their operation, they can refer the matter in question directly
to the Commission or the European Parliament.
5.3Thecommitteehasnotfounditpossibleonthisoccasionto
cover all aspects of 'the customs union and the common market" It wiII
therefore devote seParate reports to other aspects such as travel'
temporary residence and/or exercise of activities in another lilember
State, restrictions on capital movementsl, etc'
1I Accorcling to informat j,on i.rr t-hc rapporteur's possession, t-lterc are in
fact cases whore llr.Lyian slrr,1:kt:cpcrs ltav<' prtrr.llascc.l r;ootls'pc'rsonaIIy
in paris ancl L>een lrcavily I irrcd by the F'renclt cusUotns bcrc:atrse the goods
were paicl for in cash by mL\ans of Eurochegues'
- 
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ANNEX I
the Commission's Febru t on the General
Proqranune for the approximation of customs leqislation of 28.4.I971
(sEc (7I) 682 final)
of the 22 proposals made in chapters I and 1I of the progrElllrme:
8 have been imPlemented,
6 have not yet been adopted by the Council, and
8 have not yet been adopted by the Commission-
The I proposals implemented concern:
- 
outward processing
- 
returned goods
- 
customs warehouses and free zones
- inward processing
- 
custolns valuation
- CommunitY transit
- 
explanatory notes to the CCT in respect of certain
petroleum products
- 
Consultative Committee of Trade Associations
The 6 proposals adopted by the commission but not yet adopted by the
Council concern:
- 
processing prior to customs clearance: submitted in December
L972; Italian refusal to let it cover tobacco;
- customs debt: submitted in April L976;
- 
repayment or rernission of duties: submitted end L975; not yet
examined by the Council's Economic Questions Groupi
- 
definition of the origin of petroleum products: submitted in
July I974;
- 
combating fraud: submitted in I'lay 1973; not yet discussed
in detail by the relevant Council working grouP;
- 
free movement of goods: submitted in December L973.
The B proposals not yet worked out in final form by the Commission concern:
- 
temporary admission: in L977;
- 
retroactive recovery of customs duties: being examined by the
Customs Legislation Committee ;
- 
duty free entry: proposals on general arrangements being
studied by the Customs Legislation Committee;
- 
customs arrangements for the continental shelf (energy policy);
- 
the customs value of pctroleum products;
- 
participation by thc Commrrnity as an entity in organizations
dealing with tcchnical c'ustoms mattcrs;
- 
settlement of disputes: in 1978;
- 
procedure fe administering tariff guotas; iI
I
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L977
It should also be noted that:
- 
as regards the customs clearance procedure, the commission has drawn
up proposals on the free movement of goods, whereas no attempt has been
made to harmonize the powers of customs offices or their opening and
c}osing times (see point II h of the General Prograurrne);
- 
the commission has not announced the result of the study of the Powers
and duties of customs officials or the structure of the customs
authorities mentioned in point 42 of the General Prograrune.
- 
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ANNEX II
Summary of the Contnission's proqress report of 1.4.1977 on the Simplific-
ation Proqramme of 25.2.1975 (COM(75) 67 final)
A. Tariff
A.I Some simplification of the nomenclature for agricultural products.
By 1.1.1978 some simplification in the chemicals sector.
A.2 Single Community tariff; delayed, but draft prepared for certain
chapters.
A.3 Explanatory notes available in English for chapters 1-23 and the
remainder will be available before the end of the year, because of
financial difficulties the Danish translation will not be
available until 1978.
B. Aqrictrlture
Apart from some simplification of the CCT nomenclature (see A.I.
above) the only Progress seems to have been the adoption of a
Council resolution in November 1976.
c. Computerization
The Council has just adopted the proposal for a detailed requircment
study submitted by the Comniseion in ltarch L975.
D. Customs valuation
D.t Adverti-ing costs; still under discussion in the Customs Valuation
Committee;
D.2 Apptes and pears; in,June 1975 the Conunission adopted a resolution
on 'averagle values' i
D.3 Standardized documents; in I"lay 1975 the Commission adopted a
resolution on documents and standardized control reguirements in
respect of customs valuation.
E. oriqin
8.1 Harmonization of the rules in the different preferential arrangements;
from the comments it seems that the Commission is satisfied with things
as they stand, although there are still a few exceptions;
8.2 The EFTA agreements; particularly detailed rules have been simplified
with effect from December L976, but more general simplification
measures are stiIl bein<1 studied.
F. Community transit
F.I Abolition of transit documentation for goods in free circulation;
the community Transit committee finds this impossible;
F.2 Automatic excmption from the guarantee system for goods in free
circulation which are stibjcct only to VAT and rcview of the
application of Article 41 of Regulation (EEc) No. 542/69; the
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regulation submitted by the commission in December 1975 has not been
adopted by the council 'because of the lack of provisions for
recoveringvATandexciscdutiesatcommunitylevel.;
F.3 Abolition of transit advice notes; the Commission has not yet
drawn up proposals (see comment under paragraph F '2) i
F.4 Community rules on sealing; established by administrative action;
F.5 Simplification of transit documentation; in December 1976 the
Commission submitted proposals on the introduction of a common export
Idocumentt, no proposal has been made for reducing the data
reguirements for intra-Community trade; imPort documents are stiIl
not standardized;
F.6 Basing customs controls on companies' accounts; the Commission does
not think thatthis objective is a suitable subject for regulations
since the attainment of the objective irnplies a far-going adjustment
' of administrative structrrres;
c. Inward and outward processing and temporary admission; the Commission
does not think there is any need to change the rules - as desired by
some Member States - on thereporting procedure used by ltlember States
when these arrangements are used;
H. Codification of Community legislation; the numerous pragmatically
implemented individuat decisions bhould be improved and codified
with a view to establishing a consolidated system; this has
happened only in the case of the rules on community transit.
I 
,h. council adopted this proposal in September 1977
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ANNEX III (a)
FRONTIER FORMALITIES AND CHECKS
External frontier Internal frontier
I. GOODS
Entry into thc customs tcrri!-or:v Transit
Customs treatment of goods (Council l.-or goods subject to the CommunityDirective of 30 July 1968) other than transit procedure:goods transported by TrR or by rair 
- 
production of transit advice
note
- 
production of transit docum-
ents and documents identifying
the vehicle
- examination of seals (with
the exception of the simplified
rail transit procedure)
customs clearancel
I. Customs (and agricultural) formal- I. Formalities for collectingities for the free circulation of taxes and duties; agriculturalgoods and collection of taxes and formalitiesduties
custotns 
" 
Iearancel
2. Other formalities:
(a) Public security and morality
formalities:
- 
war eguipment 
- weapons and
ammunition
- literature
2. Other formalities:
idem
idem
(b) Public health formalities:
- 
provisions concerning drugs
- 
pharmaceutical and medicinal
products
- health and plant health controls idem
(c) Consumer protection formatities:
- 
guality control
- measuring instruments
- 
protection of industrial and
artistic property
(d) Formalities connected with theprotection of national treasures:
- control of works of art and
collector's pieces idem
(e) Application of special provisionsfor trade in certain goocls under
' international agreements:
- control of the final destination
of certain 'strategic, products
coming from or going to certain
countries idem
(f) Statistical formalities (incorp-
orated in the customs do<.rrment) idem
I Siri lar lormal i t ir.r; aplrly t,) (.xp6r.l r;
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II. 'PERSON.S
(a) Public securitY formalities:
- 
control of passports and identity
PaPers
- 
interrogation of Persons soughtfor various reasons (Prevention
of international crime, immorality,
arms smuggling, etc.) idem
' (b) Public health formalities:
- 
drug control
- 
control of epidemi,:s (control of
vaccination cards cf persons coming
from certain areas) idem
(c) Possible currency Protectionformalities:
- 
exchange control
- 
currency carried bY th<:
traveller
- 
export of gold and curr:encY idem
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ANNEX rrr (b)
The Commission's coverinq letter dated 3 Auqust 1977
with reference to your retter of 13 Jury, r regret that r was unable
to send you the.information reguested earlier because it was difficult
to obtain the translations required during the holiday period.
I attach a list of the mosg 1*nortant tasks to be carried out by
tho various authorities at fr.nticr crossing points. As you wirl scc,
there is in fact very littIe tlifference between the formalities carriecl
out at the Comrnunity's internal and external frontiers. At internal
frontiers the situation is obviously more flexible since contror is
generally Iess systematic thrn at external frontiers
I can assure you that complaints received by the Commission from trade
organizations and privat.e persons are thoroughry investigated, mo6t
usually with the aid of the national authorities. ff the Conunission
finds that a IYlember State has failed to fulfil its obligations under
Community law, it takes steps to rectify the situation.
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ANNEX IV
Removar of vAT frontiers for qoods in free circuration hrithin the
Benelux Union^
An efficient transit piocedure largely free of formalities greatly
facilitates the free movement of goods within the Benelux union. rt
appries principarry to goods which are not in free circuration in any
Benelux country2. When, on the other hand, goods which are in free
circulation in a Benelux country are to be forwarded to another Benelux
country, application of the transit procedure does not in arr cases
necessarily meet the real reguirements of the transport industry.
The transit procedure is nevertheless important to trade between
Luxembourg and the Netherlands which has to pass through Belgium since
it arlows Belgian import and export formarities to be dispensed with.
rt does not however abolish customs formalities for goods crossing just
one of the union's internar frontiers (e.g. from the Netherrands to
Bergium or from Belgium to Luxembourg); these formarities are merery
shifted from the geographicar border to a more centrar point in the
neighbouring country. The transport industry does not usualty consider
this sufficient to make the additional formarities which a transit
procedure invorves worthwhire. The transit procedure is, however, an
attractive proposition when it takes on a radicarry simprified form
such as the procedure laid dorun for goods carried by rail in Regulation
(EEC) No. 304/7L of the commission of 12.2.Lg7L3 which is also appried
within the Benelux Union. However, even in this form, the Benelux transit
procedure is rivalled by the greatry simprified import facilties for
goods subject only to value Added Tax. This scheme differs fundamentally
from the transit procedure inasmuch as it aims to remove customs
frontiers rather than merely to shift formatities from frontiers to other
points.
I E*tract from the article by Dr Vaulont (Brussels) entitled ,Abbau derZoLL- und Steuergrenzen im Warenverkehr Innerhalb der Benelux-Union,in the periodical 'Recht der rnternationalen lilirtschaft, (Heidetberg,November L977)
2 
*'". These are goods on which customs and/or excise duties are neitherIevied nor refunded.
3 O, No. L 35, L2.2.LI7L, p. ,3I 
- noh, replaced by a revised version:Reguration (EEC) No. 223/77 of the commission it zz.L2.Lg76, Articte 36et seg: O.t No. L 38, 9.2.L977, p. 20
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l. Disreqardino importation as a charqeable event for VAT PurPoses
One of the characteristics of the VAT system is that amounts not
levied at the time a chargeable event occurs may under certain circumstances
be coltected by the taxation authorities at the time of the next
chargeable event - e.g. the resale of imported goods. Thi's is known as
overtaking arrears. The only difference in thi s' Lype of delayed Ievy
is a cerEain loss of interest to the excheguer. This is however in line
with the provisions of Community IarI . Thus the.'t)rocedure for imposing
VAT offers a remarkable opportunity under certain circumstances for
disregarding importation as a chargeable event and hence taking an
import,ant step tohrards applying internal state provisions to the
transport of goods.
This has been the foundation for a series of poiitical decisions
takcn ancl implemented within the frame\^rork of the Benelux institutions
for the removal of formalities in goods transport between the Partner
states. The first decisions were taken at the conference of Benelux
governments held in The Hague on 2a/29 April 1969. These provide that
payments and formalities at frontiers regarding VAT on sales to traders
should be abolished as from I JuIy 1971 with the exception of special
rules for farmers and small undertakings. This date was brought forward
to I January I97I by a docision of 6.IuIy L970, taken by the Ministerial
committee at the level of Heads of Government-
These decisions have to a }arge extent been transformed into legal
acts. For example, in Belgium Article 6(21 of Royal Decree No. 7 of
?'I8.3.Lg7O'provides that in the case of importation of goods in free
circrrlation in a partncr state acrosa the internal frontiers to a
taxable person making regular rcturns, the Iatter must include the tax
in the amount shown in the returns for the period in which these imports
occur. This does not of course mean that this tax has to be paid in this
period; the abovementioned principle of inmrediate deduction means that
importation no Ionger constitutes a chargeable event inasmuch as the
first palment to the excheguer is made when the goods are first sold on
the domestic market.
This may be deduced from the provisions of the Second Council Directive
of II April L967 on the harmonization of legislation of Member States
concerning turnover taxes - 67/228/EEC - OJ no.7L, L4.4.L967' p.1303 -
Article II(3). The current provisions may be found under Article f8(2)
of the Sixth Council Directive of L7 May L977 - OJ No. L L45'13.6.L977,p.L
MrrnjLr.rrr br,.;a;o, 18.1.1977, p. 2624
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This arrangement does not aPPIy to final consumers, farmers and
other small undertakings. Imports arranged by them are still subject to
an import turnover tax. The decisions of the Ministerial Committee at
the level of Heads of Government of 6.7.L97O in any case require each
Benelux Government to examine whether the levying of taxes with respect
to the said categories of importers could be transferred to the interior
of the given country. So far only Luxembourg has taken steps in this
direction, undoubtedly because the size of the country makes such a move
easier.
'2. Remaitri,ql 
.! orrrlql.i_t,ir's._11,1,I t::rlll_.' !,_.,r_J_r,I,!:_i-rr .grr<.r_tltt 
-nrilr-i1'r:t- to
Valuc Added Tax
2-L !r9!9!!-errggssgs!!!
The scope of the decision taken by the Conference of Benelux
Governments in The Hague on 2a/29 April 1969 is not linited to measures
amounting to the removal of importation from the list of chargeable
events. Formalities at the internal frontiers are also to be reduced.
The decision states that for the time being a carbon copy of the invoice
may stilt be reguired with a view to checks in the interior of the country.
In Belgium thc implementjng provisions are laid down in Article 2(21
of the Royal Decrec of 18 Mar<'h 1970. This legislation also reguires that
an oral declaration bc made wlren thc carbon copy of tho lnvoicc is handt-'d
over. Too much imtrrortance should not be attached to this declaration
since it can be replaced by tlre simple action of handing over the document.
The purpose of the duplicate invoice stilI for the time being reguired
under the decision is to ensure that inported goods are reported to the
tax offices responsible. For this purpose the duplicate invoice is sent
on to a clearing centre which breaks down and processes the data
1obtained.- At regular intervals print-outs arranged according to taxable
persons are forwarded to the tax offices for checki-ng.
t'lore important than the statement of the formalities still 'for the
time being'reguired is the iuplicit st.atement contained in the decision
of 2a/29 ApriI 1969 of the f<>r'malities no lonqer reguircd. Thesc inclurlc
the certif icate establishing t.he Communit.y nature of goods (Document T2Ll .
The Benelux system also puts into practice the principle of negative proof
for goods crossing an internal frontier which is only theoretically
enshrined in the Community transit pro"edrrr"2.
In Belgium the Centre du Traitement de I'Information of the customs
administration.
See Articles L (4) and 47 of Council Regulation (EEC) No. 222/77
on Community transit.
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There is also the declaration reguired by the provisions of the
Community transit procedrrrel. According to these provisions for the
importation across an internal frontier of goods in free circulation
in one Irlember State and*rich h destined for a taxable person having the
right to deduct tax, the only formality to be completed by the importer
is the submission of the carbon copy of the invoice.
It should also be mentioned that the decisions of the Conference '
of Benelux covernments took another step in offering certain companies
exemption from the obligation to supply a dupticate invoi.ce. The
principle behind this was that the opportunity for checking the accounts
and suPPorting decuments makes the submission of a duplicate invoice at
the frontier unnecessary. For Belgirul authorization for such exemption
is incorporated in the Royal Decree (ArticLe 2(2)1. It has not
however been used to date.
2 . 2 4=telgsgs!!s_]!_999=89_9I_pl9p9re!]9!
Consideration was given to the further develolxnent of the existing
monitoring system some years ago when it was recognized that export and
import opportunities concerning one and the same movement of goods form
a single Process and that it was difficutt to seek improvements on the
import side without taking export checks into consideration. The purpose
of checks on exPorts is to make sure that goods are in fact exported and
that the exportarsis entitled to VAT exemption.
The procedure used in thc' Benelux countries has not as yet been
standardized. The Netherlands does not conduct a frontier check on
exports to Belgium, the tax authorities relying on export,ers' supporting
documents, which are submitted perlodically for inspection.
In contrast, Belgium has not abolished its frontier checks on goods
crossing the Benelux internal frontier. These checks are carried out ln
the same way as those on imported goods, namely by collecting at the
frontier post a duplicate of the invoicc which the exporter is reguired
to provide. 'fhus no morc th.rn two carbon copias of tlrc invoice arc
needed to satisfy thc customs formalities when moving goods across thc
internal frontier, onc for thr' office of entry and one, if ncccssary,
for the office of departure.
Since with such procedures the same information has to be given in
the importing state and the exporting state 
- and a declaration for
statistical purposes on a standard form is reguired in additi-on to the
information needed for tax purposes 
- the obvious ne:ct step is to
I
- For an explanation of this panoply oftrade see Christiansen, ZfZ L977, p.
formalities in intra-Community
34
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collectthisinformationforbothcountriesatonlyonepointandtocheck
merely the movement of goods' This change 
was contemptated in the
decisionsofthethirdBeneluxGovernmentConferenceheldinBrusselson
2o/2L october Lg|5' but has noL yet been put into 
practice'
Thesedecisionsprovideforatotalabolitionofdocumentationon
entry.Alltheinformationconnectedwiththemovementofgoodswhich
the relevant authorities (vAT administration' 
statistical offices and
currency control dePartments) would be given in 
a single document to
be filled out by the exporter for the office 
of departure' This
informationwouldbeprocessec.lbyaBeneluxdatacentre,ajointauthority.
withinthemeaningofArticle40oftheUnionTreaty,andplacedatthe
disposal of the authorities cc'ncerned'
It would undoubtedty be c-'oing too far to 
set a timetable for the
implementation of these plans ' Whilst the 
decisions of the Benelux
GovernmentConferencemayins,omecasesbeimplementedbehindschedule,
the surprising thing from the Community point 
of view is the fact that'
withsomesmallexceptions,tlreyarebeingimplementedatall.As
regardstheaimofthelgT5c.lt'cisions,itmaybesaidthatthepnoblems
stitl to be solved have alreatty been sufficiently 
reduced' The
decision contains a clause qprler which this 
system based on the single
documentmustbesuchastosatisfytherequirementsofthetaxauthorities.
.Byallaccountsthemainpointinthisconnectionistoensurethat
nthesingledocumentissubmittedbytheexPorterasrequired.Normally
it is to his advantage to produce proof of export 
in order to obtain
exemptionfromvAT.Thisistrueatleastinthecaseofexportsfrom
acountrywithahighrateofVATtoanotherwithalowone.Itisnot
n<.cc-.ssarily t1c casc'if thc (loods movc 
jn thc oppositc direction' The
exPoruCrlllItJlrtcotrsiclerdcc]irrinqLot-lrr-,.rc]rninisLraEionthatthcqoods
wereremainingintheorigini.Icountry,althougllinfacttheywere
exportedtoaneighbouringcountrywithahigherrateoftaxwithoutthe
.singledocument,beingsubmitted;itwouldthenbepossibleforthegoods
toreachthefinalconsumerwithoutbeingtaxed.Discussionsonwaysand
meansofpreventingthistypeoffictionaldomesticmovementhavenot
yet been concludedl'
I,h.waysandmeansatpresrlntunderdiscussioninctudeachecking
system 
''=ti-i''-e"rgj-t'*-'t'"'-tiv-"Itt' t"ppritt-ii"" 
to submit an annuar
sraremenr derairine t,i= .r,r-lr: ;;;;";;I-ai"ia.a accordins 
to customers'
These lisrings enable ti.tii-nlf-i"*."ti" deiiveries 
to be traced'
but constituie an admini"a,-"airr. burden for-companj-es 
that do not have
data-Processing f acilities'
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ANIIEX V
Report on the free movement of qoods, dated 15 June 1977, fron the Comnission
n Parl 's Commi Monetary A
At the meeting of the European Parliament's Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs on 23 and 24 May L977, the Commission of the European t
communities promised to providc Parliament at an early date with information
on certain specific problems connected with the free movement of goods r,iitfrin
the Community.
It does so in this interim report on various aspects of the general
probJ-em of barriers to the free movement of goods in intra-Community trade
which, although far from exhaustive, is nevertheless undoubtedly of topical
interest.
The report covers two more specific problems:
the hindrance caused by the existence of bilaterar quotas
permits;
the result of contacts with the governments concerned to
problems connected with the passage of goods at frontier
)
for transpo,rt
clarify various
crossings.
I. The bilateral quota svstem for transport permits
The Commission has always been of the opinion that the bilateral quota
system for transport permits based on the principle of reciprocity is a very
inadequate method of ensuring a satisfactory balance between the supply of and
demand for transport in the community, since the rigidity of the system,
Prevents a continuous and selective adjustment of transport capacity to
fluctuations in demand. This negative aspect is aggravated by the lack of
valid estimates of demand for various forms of transport, and of market develop-
ments. As a resul-t there is a risk of barriers to trade (because of too
few permits) the effects of which can be equivalent to the quantitative
restrictions prohibited under Article 30 of the Treaty. Moreover, because
of their disparate nature, bilateral quotas can distort trade patterns and
thus trade between l4ember States
In addition, not only are these bilateral quotas at variance with any
integration process, they can ,rIso lead to discriminat-ion based on nationality.
The Comnrission isr rloing cvr:ryl-hing in ius p()wcr to roplaco bilat-cri\l
agreements with a Community syr;tem.
s1 PE 49.695/.Ann.v/tin.
I ," 1972 for instance, it submitted a proposal for 
converting bilateral
quotasintoalicensingsystemthatcouldbeusedthroughouttheCommunity.
the council has never acted on this proposar. rt has, however, on a
proposalfromthecommission,introducedacommunityguotaforasmall
proportionofroadhaulagebet\.,eenMemberStatesandhasalsoliberalized
sometypesofroadtransPort.Thesemeasureshaveonlypartlyresolved
the problem of adapting capacity to trade requirements'
, 
,n" commission is continuing its efforts to provlde the community
with an effective transport system that will meet the requirements of
integration.Itplanstosubmitproposalstofacilitatetheattainment
of these objectives soon' ;
II.
Thevisittosomefrontier.crossingpointsontheAustro-Italianborder
and the talks in Rome with rtalian goverrunent experts mentioned in l'{r Burke's
answer to the oral question of 19 April 1977 on the free movement of goods
(Doc.27/77)v,ereorganizedfollowingdiscussionsattheseventhmeetingof
the Joint committee set up undcr the EEC'lAustria agreement on 11 June 1976
on the problems of trans-frontier traffic between Austria and Italy' The
questionwasbroughtupbytheAustriandelegationasaresultofcomplaints
by Austrian road hauliers '
I. Yisl!-!g-!tgl!ter:s59eells-P9]l!E
From 4 to 6 October L976' a representative from the commission's
Directorate-ceneral for Transport, accomPanied by an official from the
Italian Ministry of TransPort, visited the customs offices t'rhere' according
€o the Austrian authorities, information, road vehicles were often held up
for long periods because of the various administrative formalities to be
completed when crossing the frontier. visits were made to the Brenner PaEs'
tiipituto, coccau and San cancljdo'
Thefollowingisasummaryofthemostimportantfindingsofthevisits:
I.1 Some of the difficulties previously encountered at the erossing point
were due to exceptional circumstances such as
- strikes by the administrative staff'
- 
natural disasters, such as the Friuli earthquake, which made some
, s€ctions of the railway irnpassable, and led to a considerable
( increase in road transport, and climatological conditions - most of
-thefrontiercrossingpointsareatanaltitudewheresnovr
(avalanches) and lanclslides may block the roads'
t
i
I
_ 
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L.2 Road traffic to and from Italy has increased considerably in recent
years. The number of lorries crossing the Brenner Pass for instance
increased on average by 3L% a year in the Period 1970-1973i because
of the energy crisis, and Lhe economic recession, the Percentage was
14 in L974. At present, more than 1,500 lorries croas the Brenner
Pass alone each day.
Crossing of the Brenner Pass under the Community transit Procedure
stopped being a problem once the Italian customs administration agreed
that customs formalities (control of loads, production of transit
advicc notcs) eould be cornpleted at the 'tourist' offices on the
Brenncr nloEoruray.
The formation of queues of lorries, especially lorries coming from
Austria \,rit,h loads of wood, that arrive at the frontier without customs
documents is a particular problem. They have to drive from the frontier
to Vipiteno in convoy, accompanied by Italian customs officials- This
happens five times a day and further increases delays at the Brenner Pass-
r.3
1.4
1.5
1.6 As regards the functioning of the customs administration services,
attention was drawn to the following points:
- the customs offices are open from I a.m. to 2 P.rn. and 4 P.m. to
8 P.m.; the break between 2 P.m- and 4 p.m. is a major problem
for carriers;
- the staff has not been increased to cope with the increase in
traffic. r
The fact that the lorries cannot in general resume their journey
once they have been clearcd by customs leads to unnecessary delays.
It was found that at Vipiteno the customs returned the documents to
the hauliers only between l.3o and 2.00 p.m. and 7.30 and 8.00 p.m.
A relatively large number of lorries (through the Brenner Pass alone
about 350 lorries a day), transport milk and meat, which are subject
to health controls - and these must be completed before customs
formalities can be started. This obviously causes additional delays.
customs clearance formalities are
Vipiteno, some 2O kilometres from
centrc has been sct up by 1>r:ivate
very modern cquipment.
carried out at the SADOBRE centre in
the frontier. The customs clearance
initiative and is fitted out with
1.7
1.8
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2. Talks with Italian qovernment experts
The above findings were discussed at a meeting in Rome on 18 April 1977
between commission officials and representatives from the Ministries of Finance,
TransPort and Health-
The customs administration representatives gave an assurance that the
procedure introduced in tlarch 1976 which virtually did away with the need to
stop at the frontier would be maintained for lorries travelling under the
Comrnunity transit system-
The special problem of lorries loaded with wood could be resolved soon,
since the Italian administration was willing to seek a bilateral solution
with Austria as expressly provided for in Community regulations on
Community transit.
In order to reduce the volume of goods that now have to be cleared
through customs at campo Trens, a thorough study has been made of the
possibility of encouraging use of the community transit system and of
clearing the goods through customs at an office inside Italy. It has to
be admitted, unfortunately, that efforts to al-leviate the situation at
Italian frontier offices have not so far had much success. Only a few
importing firms have opted for this system despite the fact that most of
the requests for authorization to deliver the goods to consignees' \^'are-
houses without going through the customs office of destination have been
approved, which would normally havc been a eonsiderable incentive to clear
thc goods through the home cur;l-oms officc. A largc number of the
Community transit, documents accomPanying the goods on their arrival at the
Brenner Pass continue to give Campo Trens as their destination.
Customs clearance of milk and meat cannot be transferred to an office
in Italy because the veterinary controls can only be carried out at the
frontier offices. It should be noted that a ministerial order issued at
the beginning of 1976 authorizing the Verona office to clear the products
in question has not yet entered into force-
The advisability of not closing the Campo Trens office between 2 and
4 p.m. was also discussed. 'l'he Italian customs rePresentatives doubted
whether it would be possibte Lo improve the situation in this respect with
the staff available.
They did, however, promise to collaborate with the local authorities
and to adjust working methods, especialty for the rcturn of documents,
in order to avoid delays other than those strictly necessary for checking
goods and documents.
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3. Conclusions
customs clearance at the rtalian front,ier presents the rtarian
administration with considerable problems.
The very fact that customs clearance centres such as campo Trens were
created by local initiative explains the obvious pressure to concentrate aII
irnport (and export) activities there. rt is also to be feared that effjrts
to encourage customs clearance inside the country wilt be thwarted by the'
attractiveness of the infrastrr.rcture of those customs clearance centres.
It is also obvious that the micldtemen, particularly the customs agents,
actively support such concentration.
on the other hand, the impression could not be escaped that the
Italian customs administration has to contend with awkward budgetary problems 
-
witness, in the first place, the creation of customs clearance centres such as
those at Vipiteno and san candido and, in the second place, the staffing
problem. It is worth not.ing that, following a new regulation adopted in
1973' the number of hours of overtime worked by customs officials dropped
considerably, so that, with the constant increase in the voLume of goods to
be handled, the staffing problem became even more acute. The budget problem
could doubtless be solved by allocating to the customs administration the
whole of the Lo% of income arising from customs duties and agricultural
levies that the Community repays to Member States as collection costs under
Article 3 of the Council decision of 2I April 1970 on the replacement of
Member States' financial contributions by the Community's own resources.
It should be noted for the record that the Italian rules obliging
importers to use customs agents are currently being deart with by the
procedure laid down in Article 169 of the Treaty. Moreover, the rules on
the conditions under which veterinary and health controls are to be carried
out were referred to the court of Justice for a preJ-iminary rulJ.ng (case
No. 35/75, judgment of 15.L2.t976).
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ANNEX VI
Customs and veterinarv control arranqements etc'
IndrawinguptherePorttherapporteurhasmademanyenquiries
concerning the difficulties and delays caused by veterinary and other
health controls and the lack of facilities for carrying them out at
frontier crossing points' Some examples are given belo^':
a.IntheBrennerPass(thefrontierbetweenAustriaandltaly)the
customs offices are oPen between g a.m. and 2 p'm' and 4 p'm' and
EP.m.iclearancePapersareissuedtocarriersonlybetweenl.30p.m.
and 2 p.m. and 7.3o p.m. and g p.r.I. customs formalities are only
begun once the veterinary control (of approx. 35O lorries per day) has
been concrudedl.
b. shipments of milk and meat into Italy from or via west Germany are also
formal}ysubjectedtoaveterinarycontrolattheborderbetween
west cermany and Austria (also with limited opening times: waiting
timeupto12hours:averagechargesDkrl5o)eveniftheloadisin
transit to Italy in sealed refrigerator vans and even if it ie
accompanied by the exporting country's veterinary certificates2'3'
c. veterinary controls at the Franco-Italian border cause delays of
49 hours and there is no facility for clearance on Italian territory.
, The check on powdered milk required an analysis of the nitrate content
and the results of this are available only after eighE days. Since
customs clearance can only be given when this analysis has been done
and since the results cannot be forwarded to a customs station in the
, interior of the country, the lorry and its driver have to stand idte'4
d. The transport of liquid foodstuffs to the united Kingdom was halted
, temporarily in August 1977 when French drivers were asked to shop proof
of union membershiP'.
e. UntiI membership of the European Community, Danish poultry products
could be exported to West Germany on submission of a general Danish
certificate of origin. since membership, the goods have had to be
inspected by ttre west Ger:nran veterinary authorities; this cannot take
I place.rt thc border 5qg <rrly aE.t fcw spccific public slaughter-houses
and onIY at certain timer''3
1 
,rrfor*-tion supplied by the conmission of the EuroPean communities
2 Irrfor^"tion supplied by 'Foreningen af danske Eksportvognmaend'
3 
,rrfo.ro.tion supplied by the 'Dansk Spedit/rforening'
4 
,rrfot*.tion supplied by the 'F6d6ration NaEionaIe des TransPorts Routiers'
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f. A lorry registered in Belgium specially adapted for the transport of
live sea trout and fry took on as a return load in rtaly a load of
sea trout which had been ordered by the French authorities from the
firm owning the lorry. The lorry was held at the Franco-Italian border
because the firm had not requested permission from the Italian and
French authorities before the journey. l,lost of the trout died during
the long delayl.
s. we have received a first report from a customs agent concerning
unnecessary charges and delays at the Italian border in respect of
shipments of wool, wool waste products and all types of furs.
These products, which are deemed to originate in Belgium or in the
Community according to whether they are made up in Belgium or another
Community country, are accompanied by a health certificate.
Crossing the Italian frontier, these products have to undergo an Italian
health control which costs Lit 4,5OO and these formalities regularly
lead to the loss of a day while waiting for the veterinary inspector to
arrive.
In our opinion this is a flagrant violation of, and an attempt to thwart,
the free movement of goods which are after all covered by a Belgian
health certificate, and at the same time demonstrates the disgracefully
arrogant attitude of the Italian veterinary authorities concerned.
If one tried to calculate the forwarding agent's loss, wages and social
contributions together with the depreciation of the lorry, the figure
would run to thousands of francs3.
h. on sundays, west German customs posts do not open before 10 p.m. and
close again at midnight2.
i. fhe Italian Ministry of Finance has recently made an order based on an
amendment to 'DPr No. 960' of 16.12.L977 (see Gazetta Ufficiale No. 8
of 9.1.1978) restricting customs clearance for goods under Chapter 73
(iron and steel) and section 9 (t.extiles and textile articles) of the
common customs tariff to a small number of customs offices. In future
iron and steel may only be cleared at the customs offices in Bari,
Brescia, Genoa and Triestr-. whilst textiles and textile articles may only
be cleared at the customr; offices at Bergamo, Biella, prato, Venice,
Varese and Civitavecchi.r.
' Information supplied by the 'Ir6d6ration Nationale des Transports Routiers'2 Irrform-tion supplied by the 'Dansk Spedit/rforening,
3 Irrfot*.tion supplied by the 'Chambre de Commerce et d'Industrie', Verviers
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while appreciating Italy',s present economic and political difficulties,
transport companies have made strong protests against these measures
consolidated consignment agents are particularly affected' These firms
for*rard goods of aII kinds on behalf of several customers (sender) to
a large number of recipients usually at several delivery points throughout
Ita1y. If a part of these goods cannot be cleared at frontier customs
offices, the whole consignment has to be sent to a customs office which is
authorized to clear it. This means making a considerable detour on account
of the peripheral position of these customs Posts. In addition lorries
can only travel under bond. Delays in deliveries, additional documents
(e.g.specialtransitcertificatesforthesegoods)andnotinconsiderable
costs owing to detours, delays etc' ensue'
Finally, it should be pointed out that the iron and steel goods covered
by chapter 73 are often for the Turin and Milan areas. clearance hoqrever
can only take place in Brescia or Genoa where the Italian forr'rarding
agents should have branches.
Ttre Italian measures not only cause intolerable difficulties for the
German fonrarding and transport trader dlld particularly for consolidated
consignments between Germany and ltaly, but also for the export and
import trade of the German iron and textiles industries. Italian
importers may well look to other iron, steel and textile markets,
particularly overseas. The measures taken by rtaly would then virtually
amount to economic discrimination against these two sectors of German
industry and perhaps even against the Community itself'
A11 in all the unilateral limitations imposed by Italy on the free
movement of goods within the community, without any prior consultation
with the German industries concerned, are incompatible with the letter
and spirit of the EEC treaty. They ought therefore to be withdr"*l.
1[he Luxembourg comPany 'ARBED' has sent Out the following circular:
The Belgian Dlinistry of Finance has recently amended, for a second time'
the conditions applicable to vAT-free temporary imports of materials'
fhe provisions concern mal-erials of all kinds which are used directly
or indirectly to carry out work (apparatus, tools, instruments of
every type, handling equipment etc.).
In future exemption will only be granted if a deposit is paid and the
following documents are fllIed out and submitted to the customs office
at the point of entrY:
I Irrfor^"tion supplied by the 'Bundesverband Spedition und Lagerei e'V"
l.
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1. Guarantee certificate I33 (white)
The goods have to be described in detair on the guarantee
cerl-ificaLe. rf a consignment consists of more than two
categories of goods, a list of the goods has to be attached,
in triplicate, to the guarantee certificate.
under the heading 'specification of goods' in Form r33, the
description of the mat.erial must, include:
- 
the or^rner of the material
- 
the name and address of our permanent branch in Berglum,
i.e. ARBED, Gentbrugge, togqther with the branch,s \IAT
registration number (4O5 .7O4.29O)
- 
Certi ficaxe A/77
vAT exemPtion has to be justified in the section 'administrative
or lega1 provisions under which VAT-free temporary importation is
authorized, by entering the words 'provisions concerning rar Lg76,
para. 274'.
2. CertificaEe A/77, in triplicate
On this certificate the nalne, address and VAT registration number
of ARBED, Gentbruggre, as our responsible representative must be
given (under 3b and 4b).
The material can be re-exported from Belgium on one or more
occasions. rn such cases, a pink export declaration form 5gB has
to be presented to the customs. rf all the materiar mentioned on
the guarantee certificate is exported on one occasion, the
guarantee certificate itserf can be used as the covering document.
rn this case the receipt for the 133 form issued when the material
is imported should be retained for presentation to the customs.
If the same goods have been imported into Belgium several times and if
the total rength of temporary exemption from vAT exceeds one year,
tax becomes payable.
The fees eharged by the Bernard BRION Agency, Rosenberg, for
completing these formalities are at present Bfrs t,5OO per
temporary importation (nfrs I,OOO on entry and Bfrs 5OO on exit).
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ANNEX VII
fic examples of difficulties in connection with
qoods as communicated to the rapporteur bv certain firmsl
1. In August L977 one of our workers t,ravelled by air to Aberdeen to
visit a customer and give him a packet of O rings that he needed urgently.
When he arrived in Aberdeen he declared the packet of O rings to the
crlstoms and handed over the nec<:ssary documents. But he was not allowed
to take the packet with him. It had to be cleared through a clearing agent
which meant that our customer did not receive the O rings until a week
Iater. you will understand that we cannot accept this quite unnecessary
2clelay .
2. We use 25 cu.m. interchangeable containers (we currently have 11) to
transport goods.
They are used mainly for the Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium,
France and the Grand Drchy of Luxembourg.
For about eight months our drivers have had difficulties with the French
customs which demand an identity document for each container.
We have contacted the French customs administration which says there
were two possibilities for the free movement of containers:
(a) production of a certificate for the sealing of each container
issued by the Belgian office responsible for implementing the
recommendations of the International Organization for Standardi-
zation (ISo) which we have contacted and which has said it can do
nothing for us,
(b) or production of a TIR certificate for each container, issued by
the Belgian customs authorities. It is impossible for us to make
the containers conform to the technical requirements for TIR
approval without considerable expense and without increasing the
weight of the containcrs which will in turn reduce the pay load
of our vehicles.
We finally obtained customs passes from the Touring Club de Belgique
which, although surprised at our request, nevertheless issued them at a
price of Bfrs 1,5OO per container, i.e., a total of Bfrs 16,5OO.
See also Annex Vf
Information given by the DuLch firm concerned.
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As these documents have to be renewed annuallYr w€ have to pay this
amount every year alt.hough we are not completely convinced of the need
for it since the customs authorities in the Federal Republic of Germany,
for instance, have never asked for it'
As France and the Federal Republic of Germany share a contrnon policy
towards us in the EEC, we wotrld like to have an official opinion on this
slight discrepancy.l
3. One of our member firms has been working for more than a year now with
a French firm in the Lyon area which \^reaves material for direct sale to
customers in France. It would consequently have been simple to clear the
goods on the spot and then forward them direct to the customers. But the
French authoriti-es unfortunately did not think so and the firm has had to:
ship the raw material to France on a temporary permit;
return the woven fabric to Belgium;
return the goods to the French customers who often lived in
areas much nearer to Lyon than to the disPatch centre in Belgium.
This procedure has obviously entailed extra expenditure that the firm
could otherwise have avoided.
In this particular case it is difficult to accePt that the French
government can maintain such strict rules when the firm in question is
employing local labour.
It is difficult to see the value of setting up a sister company in
France to act as an intermediary since it is never possible to determine in
advance the duration of the work involved, since the work inevitably stops
when the firm's own production capacity can meet market requirements2'
4. Correspondence between the Trades Association in the Grand Drchy of
Luxembourg and the Luxembourg custcrns directorate:
(a) Letter from Lhe Trades Association to the customs directorate:
'We are confronted with the following problem:
Some of our members that transport goods for Luxembourg customers,
including Goodyear, to the port of Antwerp or who have to cross
the Belgian-Drtch border on their way to the Netherlands, are
faced with considerable difficulties at the respective borders as
regards the fon*arding and registering of documents by the customs
authorities.
Information provided by a Belgian firm via 'Chambre de Commerce de
Verviers'
Information provided by the 'Chambre de Commerce et d'tndustrj-e
Mouscron-Comines' .
(a)
(b)
(c)
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with a view to saving our members some time (departure on sunday
insteadofFriday)andtosavethemfrompayingtaxestoforeign
customs,wewouldbegratefulifyouwouldallowtheLuxembourg
customs to handle the forwarding and registering of the T1 and T2
transit documents in its offices in the Grand Drchy'
We hope You will
consideration.'
be able to give this request favourable
(b) Rep1y from the customs directorate to the Trades Association:
.inreplytoyourletterref.V.o./tlaof2LJunelgTT,inwhich
you request that the customs formalities for goods leaving
factoriesinLuxembourgbeeased,Iwoulddrawyourattention
to the following Provisions:
commission Regulation (EEC) L226/7L of 11 ,fune 1971 provides
forsimplificationoftheseformalitiestobecarriedoutat
officesofdepartureanddestinationinresPectofgoodstrans-
ported under the Community transit procedure'
The circular from the Belgian customs administration dated
5 September 1975 No CD 533'50i DL L/44'OOO lays down the
provisions for implementing this EEC regulation in the
Befgian-Luxembourg economic union' Paragraph 5 states that
carriers,customsclearanceagentsandforrrlardingagentsare
notcoveredbytheregulation.onlymanufacturersandtradesmen
withaturnoverinexcessofacertainamountmaybegranted
such authorization.
Itthereforefollowsthattheproblemyoumention,i'e"
providing carriers with EI and T2 documents authorized
inadvancebytheLuxembourgcustomsauthorities'wouldbe
at variance with thc rules in force in the Belgian-Luxembourg
economic union. I wr>uld therefore advise you to contact the
firms for which the t:arriers are transporting goods as they are
at liberty to apply l:o the customs authorities for authorization'
As regards the probl()ms confronting these carriers at the Belgian-
Dutch border, I woultl suggest that you inform the customs
authoritiesinthos<lcountriesofyourdifficulties.,
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ANNEX VIII
II,IOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
tabled by Mr Schw6rer and I{r Mitterdorfer pursuant to RuLe 25 of the
Rules of Procedure on simplification of customs procedures, customs
legislation and institutional methods for dealing with customs matters
(Doc. 3s6/76)
The European Parliament,
- 
having regard to the political, economic and psychological importance
of atl measures aimed at improving the functioning of the Customs
Union;
- 
having regard to the statem€'nts made on 13 October 1976 by the President-
in-Office of the Council ancl the member of the Commission during the
discussion of oral Questions Nos. O-45 and 0-46 (Doc. 3L7/76) t
1. Takes the view that the achievement of free movement of goods
is proceeding too slowly;
2. Calls on the Council and the Commission to work incessantly for the
improvement of Community customs legislation;
3. Ivlakes an urgent appeal to the Member States to approve the measures
aimed at simplifying cust()ms legislation proposed by the Commission
'in its programme and approved by the Council, and to do their
utmost to support the efforts of the European authorities towards
harmonization;
4. Bases its appeal on the convinction that, contrary to the objectives
of the EEC Treaty, outdatcd customs regulations place an increased
cost burden on the economy and dislocate transport and economic activity;
5. Regards this situation as a luxury which the Community can iII afford
at a time of growing economic difficulties for its lvlember States,
having regard to the need to maintain the competitive position of its
industries and especially in view of its efforts to maintain the
highest possible living sl-andards for its citizens;
6. Calls on its President to forrarard this resolution to the Council and
Commission of the European Communities.
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